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The importance of the exchange between surface water (SW) and groundwater (GW) is well known
among researchers because of its effects on multiple processes including contaminant transport,
biogeochemical reactions, and remediation techniques. Thorough understanding of this exchange can be
challenging due to the various factors that can impact GW-SW exchange dynamics; especially considering
the possibility of sediment heterogeneity in porous media. In the presence of sediment heterogeneity, pores
with different levels of connectivity are expected. Pores that are well connected create “mobile” zones,
while poorly connected pores create “less-mobile” zones. Conventional fluid sampling techniques are
primarily sensitive to the mobile zones, given the pumping mechanism of sampling. On the other hand,
geoelectrical measurements are sensitive to both mobile and less-mobile zones. Therefore, a combination
of fluid sampling and geoelectrical measurements in the presence of an ionic tracer can provide a much
improved assessment of mobile and less-mobile zones and the exchange between these two porosity
domains. We have incorporated this combined approach in numerical simulations and field studies of
sediment/water interfaces in naturally occurring porous media such as a lake and an urban stream. Our
results illustrate that this approach can provide a quantitative assessment of less-mobile porosity exchange
dynamics, including their flow dependent behavior. Further, we also provide an investigation of the
dependency of less-mobile zones on stream bedform attributes.
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1. Introduction
Variable pressure gradients along a lake or streambed cause groundwaters (GW) and surface waters
(SW) to exchange. The saturated zone beneath or adjacent to a surface water body that includes some
fraction of surface-derived water is called the hyporheic zone (Dahm et al., 2007; Smith, 2005), and is
known as a dynamic, reactive interface due to its bidirectional flow and diverse organic carbon sources
(Fulvio Boano et al., 2014). Continual variation in spatial and temporal hyporheic exchange scales, as well
as the wide range of biogeochemical processes that occur there, makes mechanistic understanding of
exchange hydraulics crucial to predictive modeling of reactive processes (Winter, 1995).
The hyporheic zone is often considered as a homogeneous “black-box” by the most common solute
transport and transient storage models that are calibrated using in-stream tracer experiments (Briggs et al.,
2015a; Cardenas, 2015; Harvey et al., 2013). However, heterogeneities caused by variations of grain sizes
as well as lenses and layers with different permeability are common in the natural alluvial sediments that
make up many groundwater/surface water interface sediments (Olsen and Townsend, 2003). Therefore,
effects of the hyporheic zone heterogeneity on solute transport through these reactive zones should not be
neglected and necessitate additional research, particularly in the context of embedded redox zonation (e.g.,
anoxic microzones).
In this dissertation we use field experiments and numerical modeling to provide new insights into the
effect and dynamics of pores with different mobility on solute transport in the hyporheic zone. The
dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 includes the introduction to the dissertation and general background about the hyporheic zone
and the factors that cause and impact the creation of zones with different mobility in the hyporheic zone.
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Chapter 2 discusses our first efforts towards developing numerical models to investigate the potential
of geoelectrical measurements and fluid sampling in detecting macroscale flow heterogeneity in realistic
sediment-water interface (SWI) sediments.
Chapter 3 demonstrates the in-situ applicability of geoelectrical measurements and fluid sampling to
reveal functionally different porosity domains in SWI lakebed sediments.
Chapter 4 investigates the effect of different hydraulic conditions on nested preferential flow
processes at an urban streambed in two different scales.
Chapter 5 studies the effect of different bedform morphologies on creation of less-mobile zones using
numerical techniques.

1.1.

Mobile and less-mobile domains

In a heterogeneous medium, connectivity of pores will vary spatially. Well-connected pores form
mobile, advection-dominated flow domains, while poorly connected pores form less-mobile domains that
may be dominated by either molecular diffusion or relatively slow advection (Berkowitz et al., 2006;
Frederick D. Day-Lewis et al., 2017a; Feehley et al., 2000; Wheaton and Singha, 2010a; Wondzell, 2015).
This results in a spectrum of solute residence times in the hyporheic zone that may show power-law
distribution in channel return flow (Aubeneau et al., 2014; Briggs et al., 2015a; Cardenas, 2015; Cardenas
et al., 2008; Gooseff et al., 2003; Haggerty et al., 2002). Residence time of water and solute directly impacts
contaminant transport, microbial reactions, aquifer management, and the implementation of remediation
techniques (Briggs et al., 2015a; Cardenas, 2015; Culkin et al., 2008). Simplified stream-based solute
transport models that assume homogeneity for the hyporheic zone cannot capture the complex exchange
between mobile and less-mobile domains, which can have significant effect on the solute transport and
reactive processes (Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008a; Gao et al., 2010; Singha et al., 2007a). We need to better
understand when and where the inclusion of less-mobile exchange dynamics is important to net hyporheic
reactivity, including nitrogen cycling and greenhouse gas production (Briggs et al., 2015a). In addition to
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hyporheic zones, interface sediment less-mobile porosity is relevant to groundwater flow through lakes,
where organic-rich lakebed sediments along the groundwater recharging shoreline can induce strong
chemical change in aquifer chemistry (Acworth and Dasey, 2003).
Traditional fluid sampling of the saturated subsurface preferentially samples the mobile porosity
domain (C. Harvey and Gorelick, 2000; Singha et al., 2007a), therefore information regarding less-mobile
pore space is indirect and uncertain. However, the field-scale experimental and numerical results presented
by Singha et al., (2007a)
indicated that unlike hydrological measurements, geoelectrical signals are sensitive to both mobile and
less-mobile domains (Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008a; Singha et al., 2007a). Implementing both fluid
sampling and geoelectrical measurements, fluid and bulk electrical conductivities (EC) can be calculated
given that fluid EC primarily represents the mobile domain while bulk EC is sensitive to solute transport in
both mobile and less-mobile domains (Briggs et al., 2013a). Heterogeneity in pore connectivity leads to a
lag between fluid and bulk EC resulting in a hysteresis loop that is observed during tracer breakthrough
tests and contains information about the less-mobile porosity attributes of the medium.
Much of the previous experimental work focused on particular sediments with high internal porosity
such as zeolites, which can be expected to generate dual-domain transport behavior. However, the
functional pore connectivity of many more common GW-SW interface sediments ranging from layered to
poorly-sorted is not clear. For example, we may expect varied transport in sediments with strongly varied
intrinsic permeability such as interbedded sand and silt, but more stochastic deposits of sand and gravels
could also generate slower flowing zones adjacent to larger grains (Liu and Kitanidis, 2012a). Now that
geoelectrical techniques have been developed to directly observe exchange with less-mobile porosity during
tracer injections, there is much to explore regarding functional varied pore connectivity developed under
varied flow dynamics at the GW-SW interface.
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Three chapters of this dissertation focus on the detection and quantification of mobile- and less-mobile
exchange parameters in realistic SWI sediments by applying the combination of simultaneous fluid and
bulk electrical conductivity measurements. In chapters 2, we discuss the investigation of less-mobile
porosity dynamics in realistic SWI sediments using advection-dispersion solute transport models linked
with electrical conduction and simulating the effect of different flow conditions on less-mobile exchange
parameters. In chapter 3, and 4, we investigate the less-mobile porosity dynamics in lakebed and streambed
sediments under different field conditions.
Our integrated approach combining field experiments, and numerical modeling will provide new
insights into the effect of less-mobile porosity on solute transport in the hyporheic zone.

1.2.

Stagnation zone

In small scales, creation of dunes and ripples can be expected in the presence of sandy riverbeds, which
cause pressure variations over the dune-like bedforms (Gomez-Velez and Harvey, 2014; Thibodeaux and
Boyle, 1987). As a result of SWI pressure variations, the hyporheic zone (a connective region) is generated
between stream and GW where the mixing between GW and SW occurs. Because of the separation between
the hyporheic flow cells and GW the presence of stagnation points, where the velocity magnitude is zero,
is expected (Gomez-Velez et al., 2014; Marzadri et al., 2016; Winter, 1976). Therefore, bedform-driven
hyporheic exchange are supposed to develop less-mobile zones of flow around the stagnation points that
can be referred to as stagnation zones. Considering the enhanced residence time in the stagnation zones, the
dynamics of these zones contain important information in predicting and describing solute transport and
reactive solute processes as well as gaining a better understanding of SW and GW mixing (Bayani Cardenas
et al., 2008; Tonina et al., 2016). In chapter 5 of this dissertation, we discuss our efforts in analyzing the
factors impacting the hyporheic flow and stagnation zone dynamics.
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2. Simulation of less-mobile porosity dynamics in
contrasting sediment water interface porous media1
2.1. Introduction
Variable pressure gradients along a lake or streambed cause groundwaters and surface waters to
exchange. The saturated zone beneath or adjacent to a surface water body that includes some fraction of
surface-derived water is called the hyporheic zone (Dahm et al., 2007; Smith, 2005), and is known as a
dynamic, reactive sediment water interface (SWI) due to its bidirectional flow and diverse organic carbon
sources and microbial communities (Boano et al., 2014). Continual variation in spatial and temporal
hyporheic exchange scales, as well as the wide range of biogeochemical processes that occur there, makes
mechanistic understanding of SWI exchange hydraulics crucial to predictive modeling of reactive processes
(Winter, 1995).
The hyporheic zone is often considered as a homogeneous “black-box” by common solute transport
and transient storage models that are calibrated using in-stream tracer experiments (Briggs et al., 2015a;
Cardenas, 2015; Harvey et al., 2013). However, heterogeneities caused by variations of grain sizes as well
as lenses and layers with different permeability are common in the natural alluvial sediments that make up
SWI porous media (Olsen and Townsend, 2003). Therefore, effects of the hyporheic zone sediment
heterogeneity on solute transport through these reactive zones should not be neglected and necessitates
additional research, particularly in the context of embedded redox zonation (e.g. anoxic microzones).

1 MahmoodPoor Dehkordy, F., Briggs, M.A., Day-Lewis, F.D., Bagtzoglou, A.C., 2018. Simulation of less-mobile porosity
dynamics in contrasting sediment water interface porous media. Hydrol. Process. 32, 2030–2043.
https://doi.org/10.1002/hyp.13134
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In a heterogeneous medium, connectivity of pores will vary spatially. Well-connected pores form
mobile, advection-dominated flow domains, while poorly connected pores form less-mobile domains where
exchange may be dominated by either molecular diffusion or relatively slow advection (Berkowitz et al.,
2006; Day-Lewis et al., 2017b; Feehley et al., 2000; Wheaton and Singha, 2010a; Wondzell, 2015). These
coupled but functionally different porosity domains result in a spectrum of solute residence times in the
hyporheic zone that may show power-law distribution in channel return flow (Aubeneau, Hanrahan,
Bolster, & Tank, 2014; Cardenas, 2015; Cardenas, Cook, Jiang, & Traykovski, 2008; Gooseff, McKnight,
Runkel, & Vaughn, 2003; Haggerty, Wondzell, & Johnson, 2002). Residence time of water and solute
directly impacts contaminant transport, microbial reactions, aquifer management, and the implementation
of remediation techniques (Briggs et al., 2015; Cardenas, 2015; Culkin, Singha, & Day-Lewis, 2008).
Simplified stream-based solute transport models that assume homogeneity for the hyporheic zone cannot
capture the complex exchange between mobile and less-mobile domains, which can have a substantial effect
on the solute transport and reactive processes (Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008a; Gao et al., 2010; Singha et
al., 2007a). We need to better understand when and where the inclusion of less-mobile exchange dynamics
is important to net hyporheic reactivity, including nitrogen cycling and greenhouse gas production (Briggs
et al., 2015a). In addition to hyporheic zones, SWI media less-mobile porosity is relevant to groundwater
flow through lakes, where organic-rich lakebed sediments along the groundwater recharging shoreline can
induce strong chemical change in receiving aquifer chemistry (Acworth and Dasey, 2003).
The advection-dispersion equation is the classical description of subsurface solute transport (Bencala,
1983), with the assumption of a Gaussian distribution for concentration breakthrough curves (Baeumer et
al., 2001; Wheaton and Singha, 2010a). However, this paradigm cannot explain some anomalous transport
behaviors, such as skewed breakthrough curves in heterogeneous media reported both in field and
laboratory-scale experiments (Baeumer et al., 2001; Briggs et al., 2015a; Liu et al., 2007; Wheaton and
Singha, 2010a). Mathematical models based on a dual-domain approach such as first-order mass transfer
(van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976), multi-rate mass transfer (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995), and
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continuous-time random-walk (Berkowitz et al., 2006) have been suggested to describe such behavior.
Additionally, Briggs et al. (2015) utilized a pore-network model (PNM) to conceptualize pore-scale
sediment heterogeneity at the hyporheic zone.
Parameter estimation (e.g. for less-mobile porosity) and empirical verification of dual-domain models
are problematic due to a number of limitations. Perhaps most importantly, typical pore water fluid sampling
techniques of saturated sediments preferentially sample fluid from mobile zones and provide indirect
information regarding mass-transfer with less-mobile zones (Briggs et al., 2015a; Day-Lewis and Singha,
2008a; Dentz et al., 2011; C. Harvey and Gorelick, 2000). However, the field-scale experimental and
numerical results presented by Singha et al. (2007) indicated that unlike fluid measurement alone,
geoelectrical signals are sensitive to both mobile and less-mobile domains (Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008a;
Singha et al., 2007a). When implementing both fluid sampling and geoelectrical measurements in tandem,
it can be assumed that fluid electrical conductivity (EC) primarily represents the mobile domain while bulk
EC is sensitive to solute transport in both mobile and less-mobile domains (Briggs et al., 2013a). In a
heterogeneous medium with spatially differential conductive tracer loading, changes in bulk EC are
expected to lag behind fluid EC, resulting in a hysteresis between fluid and bulk concentration histories
during tracer step perturbations (Briggs et al., 2013a; Singha et al., 2007a). Day-Lewis et al. (2017)
investigated the nonlinear hysteresis relation using a PNM with geoelectrical simulation to mechanistically
explain the electrical patterns observed in laboratory experimental data.
Much of this previous experimental work focused on particular sediments with high internal porosity
such as zeolites (e.g. Swanson et al., 2012), which can be expected to generate dual-domain transport
behavior. However, the functional pore connectivity of many more common SWI porous media ranging
from layered to poorly-sorted is not clear. For example, we may expect varied transport in sediments with
contrasting permeability structure such as interbedded sand and silt, but more stochastic deposits of sand
and gravels could also generate slower flowing zones adjacent to larger grains (Liu and Kitanidis, 2012a).
Now that geoelectrical techniques have been developed to directly observe exchange with less-mobile
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porosity during tracer injections, there is much to explore regarding how pore connectivity changes
dynamically under varied flow conditions at the SWI.
Here we simulate dynamic less-mobile porosity exchange in two contrasting types of SWI media under
varied flow conditions. Macro-scale 2-D numerical models of coupled solute transport and electrical
conductivity are used to replicate the new geophysical experimental methodology. As the magnitude and
direction of SWI pressure gradients continually vary (Boano et al., 2014), simulations are presented for
several different combinations of pressure gradients and porous media flow path orientations.

2.2. Methods
Site description, equations governing the numerical modelling used to simulate the realistic sediments,
details of the models, and the methods used to estimate the less‐mobile porosity dynamics are described
below.

2.2.1 Site description
Two different types of streambed porous media are considered in the modeling presented here. The
first medium is based on an image of the Brazos River’s deposit in Texas, USA (courtesy of Gary
Kocurek and Audrey Sawyer) presented by Sawyer and Cardenas (2009) (Figure 2.1(a)). The darker
layered sediment in the photo represents silt and the lighter color represents sand. The assumed
permeability range of this medium is from 10−10 cm2 (for the dark silt) to 10−7 cm2 (for the light sand).
We make the simplifying assumption of a uniform effective porosity of 0.3 for the entire domain, such
that the varied pore throat connections would be the controlling factor on permeability as summarized by
the 3 order of magnitude range from silt to sand.
The second medium is based on an image taken from poorly sorted sand and gravel sediments (Figure
2.1(b)) along the downwelling shoreline of a groundwater flow-through kettle lake in Sandwich, MA
USA named Snake Pond , a site of previous contaminant transport characterization (Leblanc, 2003;
Walter et al., 2002) (Figure 2.1(b)). The groundwater flow-through kettle lake sediments of this lake have
been the focus of previous work (e.g. Leblanc, 2003; Walter et al., 2002) and ongoing solute transport
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investigation. Before the image in Figure 2.1(b) was taken at a time of low water, the upper few cm of
material was scraped back. Core samples taken in this area indicate average grain size (d50) approximates
a medium sand, but all samples had cobbles with long axis >4 mm, creating a large range of
heterogeneity. We assumes that the homogeneous sediment that encompasses the cobbles has effective
porosity of 0.3 and permeability of 5 × 10−6 cm2, consistent with medium sand. Although these river
and lakebed settings have previously been evaluated for SWI exchange dynamics, the influence of
possible exchange with less-mobile porosity had not been explicitly considered in those analysis.

Figure 2. 1. (a) Photograph of Brazos River’s deposit in Texas, USA (courtesy of Gary Kocurek and Audrey Sawyer)
presented by Sawyer and Cardenas, (2009). The white rectangle shows the area used in the model. (b) Photograph of Snake
Pond’s lakebed in a zone of known recharge to the adjacent aquifer in Massachusetts, USA.

In order to initially assess local differences in flow through the two media we developed advective
particle tracking simulations at similar scales and locations to the geoelectrical measurements discussed
below. The velocity field and boundary conditions used for these simulations are similar to what is
described in section 2.2 with normal stress of 1 Pa to create the flow. In each medium 3000 particles were
released along a 6-cm horizontal line, and the times that the particles travel past a horizontal line 1.2 cm
below this release was evaluated. Figure 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) show the histogram of the particle residence
times in media shown in Figure 2.1(a) and 2.1(b), respectively. The bimodal shape (Figure 2.2(a)) and long
tail (Figure 2.2(b)) of the histograms indicate the existence of mobile vs less-mobile domains in the media
at these local cm-scales.
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Figure 2. 2. Histograms of flowpath residence times in 1.2 cm distance for particles released along a 6-cm horizontal line for
medium presented in (a) Figure 2.1(a) and (b) Figure 2.1(b), respectively.

2.2.2. Solute transport and electrical conduction
We developed numerical finite element flow models linked with advection-dispersion for solute
transport and electrical conduction for geoelectrical measurements using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a
(COMSOL, Inc, Burlington, MA, USA). Two-dimensional flow in porous media is solved via the
incompressible, steady-state Brinkman equations with the assumption of Stokes flow. The Brinkman
equations are the combination of the continuity and momentum equations:
𝜌 𝛻. (𝒖) = 0
𝜇

(2.1)
𝜇

−𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻. [𝜃 (𝛻𝒖 + (𝛻𝒖)𝑇 )] − (𝜅 ) 𝒖 = 0

(2.2)

where ρ is density, u is velocity, p is pressure, μ is dynamic viscosity, θ is porosity, and κ is
permeability. It should be stated that for the cases with high pressure gradients, the simulation was also
performed without the assumption of Stokes flow, and no changes were noticed in the results, indicating
the validity of the Stokes flow assumption for all the cases in the study.
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The velocity fields obtained from the stationary flow simulation are used in transient solute transport
simulations which are described by the advection-dispersion equation:
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡

= −𝛻. (𝒖𝐶) + 𝛻. (𝑫𝛻𝐶)

(2.3)

where C is concentration, t is time, and D is the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor. The hydrodynamic
dispersion tensor is represented by:
𝐷𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝐿

𝑢𝑖 2
|𝒖|

+ 𝛼𝑇

𝑢𝑗 2
|𝒖|

+ 𝐷𝑚

𝐷𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷𝑗𝑖 = (𝛼𝐿 − 𝛼 𝑇 )

𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑗
|𝒖|

(2.4)

(2.5)

where 𝛼𝐿 is the longitudinal dispersivity, 𝛼 𝑇 is the transverse dispersivity, 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 are the velocity
field components in the respective directions, and 𝐷𝑚 is the molecular diffusion coefficient. Using an ionic
solute as a tracer we are able to measure bulk apparent EC in time via measuring the geoelectrical signal of
the medium. The geoelectrical measurements are simulated according to electrical conduction and Ohm’s
law.
In our simulations we apply normal stress on the top boundary (creating pressure gradient between the
top and bottom boundaries), so that the flow is from top to bottom. A no-slip and no-flux boundary condition
is applied for the left and the right boundaries for flow and solute transport simulations (Figure 2.3). For
solute transport, the normalized initial concentration in the medium is zero and a constant concentration of
1 mol.m-3 is injected from the top boundary until the whole medium reaches equilibration. After that the
constant concentration of the top boundary is changed to zero, models are run until the medium is
completely flushed of the solute and the initial condition of the medium is attained. To avoid solute
accumulation at the bottom of the model domain, we assume zero diffusive flux at the bottom boundary.
To convert normalized concentration to EC, we assume that the normalized solute concentrations of 0 to 1
mol.m-3 scale linearly to 50 μS.cm-1 and 500 μS.cm-1. A linear relationship between fluid and bulk EC is
assumed based on Archie’s law, assuming negligible grain surface conductivity (Archie, 1942):
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𝜎𝑏 = 𝑎𝜃 𝑚 𝜎𝑓

(2.6)

where 𝜎𝑏 is the bulk EC, a is a fitting coefficient (assumed to be 1), m is the cementation exponent, and
𝜎𝑓 is the pore fluid EC.

Figure 2. 3. Boundary conditions for the finite element model. No-slip boundary condition is applied for the left and the
right boundaries. Top and bottom boundaries are inlet and outlet, respectively. The red dots show electrodes and the blue ellipse
shows the fluid sampling area.

The virtually sampled fluid EC is assumed to have a support volume as would be expected for a small
“MINIPOINT” field piezometer (e.g. Harvey et al., 2013), and is calculated via surface averaging over the
model domain with an ellipse with radii of 1 cm and 0.6 cm. The radii of the ellipse are calibrated so that a
linear relationship between fluid and bulk EC is obtained in a completely homogenous medium (Archie’s
law), indicating collocated fluid and bulk EC measurements. For the electrical conductivity simulation, we
considered the initial electric potential of the entire domain to be zero. Two electrodes are used as the source
and sink for current, which is 1 A.m-1. Two other electrodes are used for electric potential measurements.
Wenner array (equal spacing between electrodes) measurements are used for calculating bulk apparent
resistivity. To consider the effect of low-flow pumping of the fluid sample, the center of the fluid sampling
ellipse is located slightly up gradient the center-line of the electrodes. Using a calculated geometric factor,
resistances are converted to apparent bulk resistivity. We simulated two different media of different
heterogeneities each from two different directions. Moreover, to investigate the effect of electrode spacing
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on the measurements (possibly affecting the colocation of fluid and bulk EC), three different electrode
spacings are considered.

Figure 2. 4. (a) Permeability field based on image analysis of the photograph of Brazos River’s deposit in Texas, USA
(Figure 2.1(a)). Dark areas represent low permeability (silt) while lighter areas represent higher permeability (sand). (b) 90degree clockwise rotation of medium (a). (c) Heterogeneous porous medium based on Snake pond sediment (Figure 2.1(b)). The
dark red rectangles represent the measurement areas. Gray areas represent the homogeneous sandstone medium and white areas
represent impermeable cobbles. (d) 90-degree counterclockwise rotation of medium (c). The dark red rectangles represent the
measurement areas.

The first medium (Figure 2.4(a) and 2.4(b)) is derived from an image of modern climbing ripple
deposits of the Brazos River as originally described by Sawyer and Cardenas (2009) (Figure 2.1(a)). For
this medium we simulated two different sediment orientations in order to investigate the effect of endmember hyporheic flow orientation on formation of mobile and less-mobile flow zones. The first simulation
is based on Figure 2.4(a), hereafter this medium will be referred to as “Layers 1”. The second simulation is
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based on Figure 2.4(b), which is the 90-degree clockwise rotation of Layers 1, hereafter this medium will
be specified as “Layers 2”. The domain size of the medium is 24 cm × 24 cm. Results for three different
normal stresses of 0.1, 1, and 10 Pa are discussed. For this medium we used an unstructured triangular mesh
and refined the mesh around electrodes and fluid sampling area. The complete mesh consists of 86935
elements.
The second medium (Figure 2.4(c) and 2.4(d)) is based on an image taken from recently exposed (by
drought conditions) sand, gravel, and cobble sediments of Snake Pond (Figure 2.1(b)). We assume that the
cobbles outlined in the images of Figure 2.4(c) and 2.4(d) are impermeable, imbedded in a homogeneous
sand, and the cobble boundaries are set to a no-slip condition. Similar to the first medium, the simulation is
implemented for two different directions of flow normal to each other. The first direction is based on Figure
2.4(c), and the second one is based on Figure 4(d), hereafter these media will be referred to as “Cobbles 1”
and “Cobbles 2”, respectively. The domain of this medium is 30 cm × 24 cm. Normal stress conditions are
similar to the first medium. For this medium, an unstructured triangular mesh is used with refinement
around the electrodes, fluid sampling area, and cobble boundaries. The total number of elements for the
mesh is 76751. Hereafter, we refer to normal stresses of 0.1, 1, and 10 Pa as circumneutral, low, and
moderate conditions, respectively. Other relevant parameters are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2. 1. Physical parameters for flow and transport numerical models.
Parameter

Value

Density (ρ)

1000 kg/m3

Viscosity (μ)

0.001 Pa×s
1 mm

Longitudinal dispersivity (𝛼𝐿 )

0.1 mm

Transverse dispersivity (𝛼 𝑇 )

5× 10−9 m2 /s

Molecular diffusion coefficient (𝐷𝑚 )
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2.2.3. Less-mobile porosity estimation
According to Briggs et al. (2014) the ratio of less-mobile to mobile porosities (β) can be calculated
graphically using the projected hinge points (Figure 2.5) of the bulk/fluid EC hysteresis loop by:
𝛽=

(𝜎𝑏3 −𝜎𝑏0 )
(𝜎𝑏2 −𝜎𝑏3 )

(2.7)

where 𝜎𝑏0 , 𝜎𝑏2 , and 𝜎𝑏3 are bulk EC associated with hinge points. 𝜎𝑏0 and 𝜎𝑏2 are the values of bulk EC
under equilibrium conditions before injection and after tracer equilibration, respectively. Hinge point 3
(𝜎𝑏3 ) can be projected by finding the line of best fit for the data immediately after flushing, the intersection
of this line with the vertical axis passing hinge point 0 is 𝜎𝑏3 . Less-mobile porosity can be calculated using
the β value and the known or measured total porosity of the medium. Our graphical analysis of β is based
on the assumption that the mobile and less-mobile zones function as electrical conductors in parallel during
ionic tracer breakthrough. Day-Lewis et al. (2017) recently found this assumption likely to be most valid
for the tracer flush limb of the hysteresis loop, when less-mobile porosity is temporarily more conductive
than mobile porosity. This situation contrasts the tracer injection phase, when the less-mobile zones are
more resistive; both scenarios impact the bulk electrical averaging process differently. Therefore, we apply
the graphical analysis of beta to the flush data only using hysteresis hinge points 0, 2, 3 and do not consider
rising-limb hinge point 1.
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Figure 2. 5. Schematic of the hysteresis loop; hinge points are illustrated by red dots. Red dashed lines indicate the
associated bulk conductivity values of the hinge points. Hinge points 1 and 3 are located by finding the line of best fit for the data
immediately after injection and flushing, respectively.

2.2.4. Mass-transfer coefficient and residence time in less-mobile porosity
To directly determine the general first order mass-transfer coefficient (α) between mobile and lessmobile domains within the region of measurement without the need for numerical model calibration, Briggs
et al. (2014) showed that
𝜎 (𝑡)−𝜃𝑇 𝑚 𝜎𝑓
)
𝑚
𝑏0 −𝜃𝑇 𝜎𝑓

ln ( 𝜎𝑏

= −𝛼 𝜃

𝑡
𝑙𝑚

,

(2.8)

where 𝜎𝑏 (𝑡) is the bulk EC in time, 𝜃𝑇 is total porosity, which can be approximated using Archie’s law
(Equation 2.6), 𝜎𝑓 is fluid EC after tracer equilibration, α is mass-transfer coefficient (coined as the “classic”
mass-transfer rate coefficient by Ma and Zheng (2011)), and 𝜃𝑙𝑚 is less-mobile porosity. By plotting the
left side of Equation (2.8) versus time, the slope of this plot is (Briggs et al., 2014):
𝛼

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 = − 𝜃

𝑙𝑚

.

(2.9)

α is estimated using the slope of semi-log plots associated with hysteresis loops. The general residence time
in less-mobile porosity can also be estimated by dividing the less-mobile porosity fraction of the bulk
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medium by α (Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008a). Note this technique is only applicable when 𝜎𝑓 truly achieves
a steady tracer plateau or flush value while 𝜎𝑏 is still equilibrating, which may be less clear in field
experimentation.

2.3. Results
The NaCl tracer breakthrough curves (BTCs), the hysteresis loops for different flow conditions,
graphical estimations of less-mobile porosity, α, and less-mobile residence time as well as the results for
different electrode spacings are presented below.

2.3.1. Bulk and fluid tracer breakthrough curves
Fluid and bulk matrix EC BTCs for the simulations of the two natural sediments in varied orientation
(Figure 2.4) are shown in Figure 2.6 for one pressure condition. The details of each simulation (e.g. fluid
flux rate, electrode spacing) are listed in Table 2.2. For these simulations, 1 Pa normal stress at the top
boundary layer is assumed (low flow conditions) and the Wenner (equidistant) electrode spacing is 1.5 cm.
Although the BTCs for other flow conditions are used for the calculations of parameters listed in Table 2.2,
they are not displayed here. Fluid EC BTCs are calculated by surface averaging over the assumed pore
water sampler intake ellipse. Bulk EC BTCs are calculated via the geophysical simulations. In the absence
of less-mobile exchange processes, fluid and bulk EC are expected to vary linearly together based on
Archie’s law (Equation 2.6). However, in all of our simulations (Figure 2.6) there is at least some lag
between fluid and bulk EC during ionic tracer perturbations.
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Table 2. 2. Summary of parameters. Calculated flux, Peclet number, less-mobile porosity, α, and less-mobile residence time
are provided for different flow conditions and electrode spacings. The rows with bold font are the cases demonstrated in the
figures.

Medium

Layers 1

Layers 2

Cobbles 1

Cobbles 2

Normal
stress (Pa)
0.1

Flow
condition
circumneutral

Flux
(cm d-1)
0.42

Peclet
number
0.75

Electrode
spacing (cm)
1.5

Less-mobile
porosity
<0.01

α (d-1)
NA

Residence
time (min)
NA

1
10
1
1
0.1
1
10
1
1
0.1

low
moderate
low
low
circumneutral
low
moderate
low
low
circumneutral

4.22
42.24
4.22
4.22
0.39
3.86
38.58
3.86
3.86
0.32

7.52
75.2
7.52
7.52
0.86
8.64
86.4
8.64
8.64
0.81

1.5
1.5
0.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
2.5
1.5

0.03
0.03
0.06
NA
<0.01
0.04
0.04
0.05
NA
<0.01

0.78
8.38
0.48
NA
NA
0.86
13.20
0.54
NA
NA

55
5
180
NA
NA
67
4
133
NA
NA

1
10
1
1
0.1
1

low
moderate
low
low
circumneutral
low

3.16
31.65
3.16
3.16
0.19
1.93

8.17
81.7
8.17
8.17
0.49
4.93

1.5
1.5
0.5
2.5
1.5
1.5

0.06
0.07
<0.01
0.07
<0.01
0.04

1.81
13.59
NA
1.38
NA
0.22

47
7
NA
73
NA
263

10

moderate

19.27

49.3

1.5

0.04

4.78

12

1

low

1.93

4.93

0.5

<0.01

NA

NA

Figure 2.6(a) shows the result for the medium with the layered permeability heterogeneity of the Brazos
River deposit (Layers 1) at low flow condition. A lag between fluid and bulk EC due to the presence of
both mobile and less-mobile exchange zones is observed. Results from the simulation of Layers 1 show
that the fluid and bulk EC start rising together at the same moment, but soon the bulk EC signal lags behind
the fluid EC change until total equilibration of tracer within the zone of measurement is achieved (Figure
2.6(a)). After a short period of plateau conditions, the tracer flush phase starts and again the bulk EC lags
behind the fluid EC change (Figure 2.6(a)).
To investigate the effects of flow direction on the same medium (Layers 2), the medium is rotated 90°
clockwise (Figure 2.4(b)) and the same modeling approach is utilized. Results from the rotated medium
(Figure 2.6(b)), show a generally similar relation between fluid and bulk EC. The temporal lag between
fluid and bulk EC in Layers 2 (Figure 2.6(b)) is increased compared to the results from Layers 1 (Figure
2.6(a)) for this particular electrode spacing.
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The results associated with the simulation of Cobbles 1 (Figure 2.4(c)), in which flow heterogeneity is
due to the presence of numerous cobbles of different sizes, are shown in Figure 2.6(c) for the low flow
condition. Figure 2.6(d) presents the simulation results of Cobbles 2. The lag between fluid and bulk EC is
still noticeable, however, it is decreased compared to Cobbles 1. Other flow rate scenarios were explored
for the two sediment types and orientations, and rather than showing the base BTCs, those tracer
experiments are summarized using bulk/fluid EC hysteresis loops in the following section.

Figure 2. 6. BTCs for two media from two different orientations for low flow condition and 1.5 cm electrode spacing. Fluid
ECs are shown with connected blue dots and are associated with the left vertical axis. Bulk ECs are shown with connected red
dots and are associated with the right vertical axis. (a) BTCs for Layers 1. (b) BTCs for Layers 2. (c) BTCs for Cobbles 1. (d)
BTCs for Cobbles 2.

2.3.2. Graphical evaluation of less-mobile porosity from EC hysteresis loops
In this section, the hysteresis loops between fluid and bulk EC for circumneutral, low, and moderate
flow conditions and the graphical evaluation of less-mobile porosity extracted from the EC hysteresis
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loops are presented. Figure 2.7 shows the hysteresis loops for different flow conditions with 1.5 cm
electrode spacing and associated bulk domain fluid flux rates are listed in Table 2.2. The hysteresis loops
for Layers 1 and Layers 2 have different shapes; this indicates that the creation of mobile and less-mobile
domains is sensitive to the dominant flow direction relative to bedding orientation. Moreover, it is
observed that for Layers 1, Layers 2, and Cobbles 1, low and moderate flow create greater separations
between the rising and falling hysteresis limbs compared to the circumneutral flow. This trend, however,
is not observed for Cobbles 2.

Figure 2. 7. The resultant hysteresis loops between fluid and bulk EC for three different flow conditions at 1.5 cm electrode
spacing. Red, green, and blue lines are associated with normal stress of 0.1 Pa (circumneutral), 1 Pa (low), and 10 Pa (moderate),
respectively. (a) Hysteresis for Layers 1. (b) Hysteresis for Layers 2. (c) Hysteresis for Cobbles 1. (d) Hysteresis for Cobbles 2.

Less-mobile porosity can be calculated using Equation (2.7) and total porosity based on the shape of
hysteresis loop (Briggs et al., 2014). Figure 2.8 illustrates how β is derived directly from the hysteresis plots
of the low flow simulations. A similar technique was used for the rest of the experiments (Table 2.2). The
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corresponding hinge points for four hysteresis loops are shown in Figure 2.8. Less-mobile porosity for
Layers 1 and 2 with 1.5 cm electrode spacing and low flow condition is 0.03 and 0.04, respectively; lessmobile porosity for Cobbles 1 and 2 with 1.5 cm electrode spacing and low flow condition is 0.06 and 0.04,
respectively. The results for estimation of less-mobile porosity for all remaining scenarios presented here
are shown in Table 2.2. For all models with circumneutral flow condition, the estimated less-mobile
porosity is negligible as the shape of their narrow hysteresis loops suggests.

Figure 2. 8. Hysteresis loops showing hinge points (red points) and their associated bulk ECs (red dashed lines) for low flow
condition and 1.5 cm electrode spacing. (a) Layers 1 (b) Layers 2 (c) Cobbles 1 (d) Cobbles 2.

2.3.3. Less-mobile porosity exchange timescales
When the mobile porosity (fluid EC) signal has equilibrated but bulk EC is still changing, the latter is solely
due to less-mobile exchange processes. As described in section 2.2.4, the semi-log plots associated with the
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tracer flush limb of the bulk/fluid EC hysteresis loops at fluid EC equilibration are shown in Figure 2.9. α
can be estimated using the semi-log plots and Equation (2.9) without the need for inverse model calibration.
In Layers 1 and 2 with the electrode spacing of 1.5 cm and the low flow condition, α values are relatively
similar at 0.78 d-1 and 0.86 d-1 (Figure 2.9(a) and 2.9(b), Table 2.2). For Cobbles 1 and 2 with 1.5 cm
electrode spacing and low flow condition α is 1.81 d-1 and 0.22 d-1, respectively (Figure 2.9(c) and 2.9(d),
Table 2.2). As with β, it was not possible to quantify α for the circumneutral flow experiments because the
model region of investigation essentially functioned as a single flow domain, and little hysteresis between
bulk and fluid EC was observed. In all evaluated cases, α increases as the flux increases, illustrating the
flow-dependence of mass-transfer in these media. For the small electrode spacing (0.5 cm) in Layers 1 and
2, α is smaller than 1.5-cm electrode spacing. Moreover, the α related to 1.5 cm electrode spacing and low
flow condition for Cobbles 1 is approximately 9 times more than Cobbles 2. This finding shows that α can
dramatically change with flow direction.
Using the calculated α and less-mobile porosity fractions derived from each simulation, the less-mobile
residence times of Layers 1 and 2 for low flow conditions (1.5 cm electrode spacing) are approximately 55
and 67 minutes, respectively. The less-mobile residence time of these same media under the higher flow
condition decreases strongly to approximately 5 minutes (Table 2.2). This result shows that although the
less-mobile porosity and α vary somewhat for different orientations of the Layers medium, the less-mobile
residence times are in the same range for similar flow conditions, indicating that for this layered medium
less-mobile residence time is mainly flow-dependent rather than flow-direction-dependent.
In contrast, the less-mobile residence time of Cobbles 1 and 2 for low flow condition and 1.5 cm
electrode spacing are approximately 47 minutes and 4.4 hours, respectively, showing that the less-mobile
residence time in this medium is substantially influenced by flow direction.
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Figure 2. 9. Semi-log plot analysis for α based on normalized bulk EC data (for the period that fluid EC is constant while
bulk EC still increases) for low flow condition and 1.5 electrode spacing (a) Layers 1 (b) Layers 2 (c) Cobbles 1 (d) Cobbles 2

2.3.4. Hysteresis loops for different electrode spacings
One of the important factors in measuring bulk EC using geoelectrical measurements is the electrode
spacing. To study the effect of electrode spacing on the estimation of less-mobile porosity dynamics, three
different electrode spacings, 0.5 cm, 1.5 cm, and 2.5 cm, are used in the simulation of each medium for the
low flow condition. However, for Cobbles 2 we were not able to simulate for 2.5 cm electrode spacing
because in that case there is a cobble in the location of one of the current electrodes. The resultant hysteresis
loops between fluid and bulk EC for Layers 1 and 2 are presented in Figure 2.10(a) and 2.10(b),
respectively. For these media the hysteresis loops for 0.5 cm electrode spacing, shown in blue, have a
smooth shape because the initial fluid EC change is more rapid compared to bulk EC due to the small
electrode spacing. The drawback of using small electrode spacing in this method is that the electrodes
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observe the effect of a smaller area (volume) around them, therefore the resultant bulk EC represents a
smaller area (volume) of the sediment, which may not be representative of the porous media. However,
using large electrode spacing also has some challenges. As the electrode spacing increases, the area that
affects bulk EC measurements also increases. Therefore, the effect of solute tracer may be captured by
electrodes before it reaches the fluid sampling area, violating the measurement colocation assumption. As
a result, fluid EC lags behind bulk EC at the beginning of injection or flush out and results in a vertical line
in the hysteresis at the beginning of the injection and flush out processes. This effect is observed in the
simulation for electrode spacing of 2.5 cm of Layers 1 and 2 (Figure 2.10(a) and 2.10(b)). Therefore, it
appears that for the layered sediments in this study, 1.5 cm is a more appropriate electrode spacing choice.
For Cobbles 1 and 2 (Figure 2.10(c) and 2.10(d)), the minimum and maximum bulk EC for each
electrode spacing is different; the difference is clearer for the 0.5-cm electrode spacing. This can be due to
the location of the cobbles with respect to the electrodes. Moreover, similar to the case for layered
sediments, 0.5-cm electrode spacing might not be a good choice for the medium. Although 2.5 cm electrode
spacing provides somewhat close results compared to 1.5 cm for Cobbles 1, the vertical lines in the
hysteresis loop caused by earlier drops in bulk EC before fluid EC during the flush phase become more
pronounced. Additionally, 2.5 cm electrode spacing does not provide any information for Cobbles 2.
Therefore, 1.5 cm is a better choice for electrode spacing in the cobbled sediments in this study as well.
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Figure 2. 10. The resultant hysteresis loops between fluid and bulk EC for three different electrode spacings. Red, green, and
blue lines are associated with electrode spacing of 0.5 cm, 1.5 cm, and 2.5, respectively. (a) Hysteresis for Layers 1. (b)
Hysteresis for Layers 2. (c) Hysteresis for Cobbles 1. (d) Hysteresis for Cobbles 2.

2.4. Discussion
The results presented in this paper indicate the capability of the proposed macro-scale modeling scheme
in evaluating spatiotemporally dynamic mobile and less-mobile porosity domains in realistic SWI porous
media.. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the analysis of less-mobile porosity exchange timescales can be
accomplished graphically, without the need for inverse model calibration, allowing direct quantitative
analysis of field data.
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The results in Figure 2.6 clearly reveal a lag between bulk and fluid EC during tracer perturbation in
all media in this study at low flow conditions with the base electrode spacing configurations. This lag results
from flow heterogeneity of the media within the region of measurement, causing differential loading or
flushing of tracer between mobile and less-mobile porosity zones. The advection-dispersion-based model
that combines fluid sampling and geoelectrical measurements shows great promise for the quantitative
image-based analysis of SWI media. Further work will reveal how well simulated dynamic mass-transfer
characteristics compare to field-based experimentation in similar sediments.
The difference observed between Layers 1 and Layers 2 (Figure 2.6(a) and 2.6(b)) shows the effects of
silt and sand layers’ orientation in the creation of mobile and less-mobile zones. It also indicates the
presence of flow-dependent less-mobile domains. The difference between the observed lags in Cobbles 1
and 2 (Figure 2.6(c) and 2.6(d)) can be explained by the size and concentration of the cobbles located upgradient of the sampling areas. For instance, the large cobble up-gradient of the measurement area in
Cobbles 1 strongly affects the local flow field and the formation of less-mobile zones. Furthermore in
Cobbles 2, down-gradient of the electrodes, there are several small cobbles close to each other. These
cobbles trap the solute in the vicinity of the electrodes. As a result, the tracer equilibration around electrodes
occurs rather quickly and the bulk EC measurement reaches its maximum/minimum value at a faster rate.
Based on the results shown in Figure 2.7, it is observed that in most cases (except Cobbles 2) the
resultant hysteresis loops for low and moderate flow conditions are wider compared to the circumneutral
flow conditions. In circumneutral flow conditions, advection is decreased, causing the whole system to
function more as a single domain (reduced differential tracer loading) resulting in a narrow hysteresis loop
approaching “Archie” linear predictions. On the other hand, for higher flows the differential in loading of
mobile vs. less-mobile domains is further increased, resulting in a wider hysteresis loop. The only exception
in this trend is Cobbles 2 for the moderate flow condition, where the configuration of the cobbles around
the sampling area causes a special condition in which either fewer less-mobile domains are created or their
effect is not captured by the measurements given the position of the sampling area. We hypothesize that
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due to the location and size of the cobbles in the vicinity of the measurement area there is always a relatively
small lag between the fluid and bulk EC measurements. Because the cobbles up-gradient of the sampling
area are small and also separated from each other, the solute front can easily reach both electrodes and fluid
sampling area, even when advection is the dominant transport process. Also, because of the arrangement
of the cobbles down-gradient of the electrodes, the bulk EC measurement represents a smaller area and its
equilibration time is closer to fluid sampling equilibration. Based on our results for Cobbles 2, only for the
low flow condition a specific balance between advection and dispersion is formed and a slightly detectable
hysteresis is observed.
The relationship between advection and dispersion can be further defined by calculating the Peclet
number (presented in Table 2), which is defined as 𝑃𝑒 =

|𝒖| 𝑙
𝐷𝑚

, where l is the characteristic length of sediment

heterogeneity (Liu and Kitanidis, 2012a). In Layers 1 and 2, l is defined as the average thickness of the silt
layers around the measurement area, while in Cobbles 1 and 2, l is defined as the maximum cobble size
around the sampling area. For the circumneutral flow condition, the Peclet numbers for both Layers 1 and
2 are less than 1, indicating dominance of dispersion. The Peclet numbers for low and moderate flow
conditions are much larger than those in circumneutral flow condition, indicating the dominance of
advection.
Less-mobile porosity fractions for the circumneutral flow condition in all cases is negligible, while
less-mobile porosity is enhanced in low and moderate flow conditions. This may indicate that there are
optimal flow rates and directions for specific SWI media for the generation of dynamic dual-domain
behavior. It should be noted that the less-mobile porosity does not vary substantially between low and
moderate flow conditions at similar electrode spacings. However, there is a dramatic increase of α from
low to moderate flow conditions at similar electrode spacing, leading to a decrease in less-mobile
residence time. This observation is consistent with the correlations between velocity and α presented by
Haggerty et al.(2004).
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Additionally, α and the associated less-mobile residence time, do not substantially differ between
Layers 1 and 2 for similar electrode spacing and flow conditions. However, dramatic differences between
these parameters are observed in Cobbles 1 and 2. This result indicates that less-mobile porosity dynamics
in the cobbled sediment is more greatly influenced by the flow direction compared to the layered
sediment. However, we acknowledge that the realized higher flow rate changed more substantially in the
Cobbles media based on flow direction, and the electrodes are located in slightly different locations when
the media is rotated, which may enhance observed differences.
The results also suggest that electrode spacing should be chosen based on the properties of the
medium. Parameters such as the type and scale of heterogeneity as well as the size of the sediment under
investigation should be taken into account when choosing the most appropriate electrode spacing option.
Our observations suggest that too small electrode spacings should be avoided and electrode spacing
should not be smaller than the scale of heterogeneity in the medium. Also, if fluid EC lags behind bulk
EC in the BTCs, one of the most common reasons could be that the electrode spacing is too large and it
should be modified.
In addition to the measurement area discussed above, the measurements were performed in four other
locations in Layers 1 and Cobbles 1 for the low flow condition in order to investigate the effect of
sampling location on the results. It was observed that the measurements in Layers 1 are less susceptible to
the change in location compared to Cobbles 1. In Layers 1 neither less-mobile porosity (0.04 ± 0.01) nor
residence time (60 ± 17 minutes) values vary substantially for different locations. For Cobbles 1, the
change of less-mobile porosity for most of the medium is not significant (0.04 ± 0.02) although in areas
with low cobble density it is smaller than the rest of the medium. On the other hand, less-mobile residence
time varies significantly at different locations (208 ± 178 minutes). This indicates that more care should
be taken when applying the proposed method in cobbled media. For instance, in field experiments more
measurements should be performed in a cobbled medium compared to a layered medium in order to be
able to have a rather comprehensive understanding of the medium.
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2.5. Conclusions
We linked an advection-dispersion model with electrical conduction in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a to
investigate the sensitivity of geoelectrical measurements to the presence of less-mobile domains in realistic
SWI media. Two different types of streambed media are considered: layered sand and silt, and poorly sorted
sands and cobbles, each with two different flow rates and orientations. The main conclusions of this study
are as follows:
1. Development of less-mobile porosity zones is likely dependent on flow direction and magnitude in
many types of interface sediments.
2. At circumneutral flow conditions, diffusion processes dominate solute movement and both layered
and cobbled media function essentially as a single transport domain (not dual-domain).
3. Although less-mobile porosity fractions are similar from low to moderate flow rates, α is more
positively related to flow rate, hence decreasing residence times at higher flow rates.
4. Less-mobile exchange parameters were more sensitive to flow direction in the cobbled sediment
compared to the layered sediments, contrary to prior expectations. This likely results in part from
using a relatively tight electrode spacing, and therefore smaller zone of investigation, such that
varied proximity to larger cobbles can drive shifts in local less-mobile porosity dynamics.
The modeling approach presented in this paper has shown great potential to quantify less-mobile
porosity dynamics in natural SWI porous media and estimate the less-mobile porosity parameters using
sediment imaging techniques. Fundamentally, these synthetic examples indicate that less-mobile porosity
dynamics and their biogeochemical and contaminant transport implications are likely flow and flowpath
direction sensitive, and need to be considered in SWI porous media research over a wide range of observed
sediment types.
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3. Direct observations of hydrologic exchange
occurring with less-mobile porosity and the
development of anoxic microzones in sandy
lakebed sediments2
3.1.

Introduction

Preferential flow through heterogeneous sediments is a universal phenomenon in hydrogeology across
spatial scales. In the domain where groundwater (GW) and surface water (SW) exchange, the spatial
patterning of dominant advective pathways is largely controlled at the reach-scale by underlying geologic
structure and river corridor hydrodynamics (Cardenas, 2004; Gomez-Velez et al., 2015; Payn et al., 2009;
Rosenberry et al., 2016; Winter et al., 1998). At the geomorphic unit-scale, extreme preferential flow is
accommodated by macropores through low-permeability bed sediments (Menichino et al., 2014),
particularly in wetland settings (Harvey et al., 1995; Lowry et al., 2007). At the pore-scale (e.g. Kessler et
al., 2014), preferential flow has long been referred to in the aquifer literature as “mobile porosity” (van
Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976), and is functionally different from interconnected “immobile” or “lessmobile” porosity.
“Less-mobile” is a relative term, and local flow variations or inter-domain diffusion may dominate the
bulk mass-transfer timescale between mobile- and less-mobile domains (α, T-1) at varied advective water
flux rates (Li et al., 1994; Mckenna et al., 2001). Less-mobile exchange may be dominated by a range of

2 Briggs, M.A., Day-Lewis, F.D., Dehkordy, F.M.P., Hampton, T., Zarnetske, J.P., Scruggs, C.R., Singha, K., Harvey, J.W.,
Lane, J.W., 2018. Direct Observations of Hydrologic Exchange Occurring With Less-Mobile Porosity and the Development of
Anoxic Microzones in Sandy Lakebed Sediments. Water Resour. Res. 54, 4714–4729. https://doi.org/10.1029/2018WR022823
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diffusive (Haggerty, 2004; Haggerty et al., 2001) and/or slow advective (Li et al., 1994; Wheaton and
Singha, 2010b; Zinn and Harvey, 2003) exchange timescales, which can result in late-time tailing behavior
during contaminant transport (Harvey & Gorelick, 2000). Whether exchange between the more- and lessmobile domain is controlled by slow advection or diffusion, at some reduced advective flux there will be a
convergence of mobile- and less-mobile pore exchange timescales within the flow system, which would
then function as a single effective transport domain (Zheng and Wang, 1999). When flow rate is increased,
pores that contributed to less-mobile transport at slower velocities may be incorporated into mobile flow,
yielding flow-dependent dynamics (Briggs et al., 2015). It then follows that stream and lake-bed
mobile/less-mobile exchange is sensitive to natural temporal variations in GW-SW exchange rate and
direction, which is known to be dynamic, from sub-daily to seasonal timescales (Keery et al., 2007; Lautz,
2012; Schmidt et al., 2011). The concept of “effective” porosity, or the mobile fraction of saturated sediment
that directly contributes to advection (McWhorter and Sunada, 1977), is commonly utilized in GW-SW
characterization to convert measured volumetric fluxes of water to a flowpath residence time. Less-mobile
porosity dynamics are not often explicitly incorporated into models of reactive transport in sediment/water
interface (SWI) sediments (Briggs et al., 2015), even though the concept of effective porosity is often
invoked.
SWIs are known to possess large gradients in redox zonation relative to surface and subsurface
ecosystems (F. Boano et al., 2014). The role of less-mobile porosity may be particularly influential to redox
sensitive processes (Wondzell, 2015), such as nutrient transformation and greenhouse gas production,
because reaction-limited oxic and transport-limited reduced conditions may exist in close spatial proximity.
Researchers have harnessed advances in numerical modeling of reactive processes to better predict how
interface sediment redox zonation will vary over time in response to variable stream velocity and bed
permeability (Bardini et al., 2012), and specifically how this zonation influences reactive nitrogen (N)
uptake (Marzadri et al., 2012). However, conceptual approaches that assume distinct thresholds (e.g. time
or dissolved oxygen concentration) for flowpath scale anaerobic transitions cannot explain anomalous
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anaerobic-process signatures that have been observed in bulk-oxic sediments for decades (e.g. Harvey et
al., 2013; Holmes et al., 1996; Zarnetske et al., 2011). Variations in local sediment carbon availability
(Sawyer, 2015) and pore scale connectivity (Briggs et al., 2015) may create anoxic microzones within bulk
oxic sediments. It is hypothesized that less-mobile pore-scale anoxic zones embedded within more mobile,
oxic, sediment water may make an important contribution to reactive N uptake (denitrification) and nitrous
oxide emission in heterogeneous interface sediments.
An important GW-SW exchange interface occurs between regional aquifers and groundwater flowthrough kettle lakes. In sand-and-gravel coastal glacial-outwash deposits, flow-through lake beds can
process large fractions (e.g., 25%) of total aquifer discharge to the coast (Walter and Masterson, 2002). As
kettle lakes typically have no surficial tributaries, there is groundwater inflow through upgradient lakebed
sediments, and downwelling through sediments on the opposite side of the lake, creating a “lake shadow”
of chemical influence on the downgradient aquifer. Nutrient uptake can be particularly strong in interface
sediments due to a labile dissolved organic carbon supply and other reactants that may not exist at depth in
the regional sand and gravel aquifer (e.g. Stoliker et al., 2016). Therefore the reactive interface of
downwelling kettle pond sediments is critical to quantify in the context of reactive N transport. The
magnitude and direction of downwelling lake-water flux will change seasonally with variation in lake stage
(Winter et al., 1998) and over short-term seiche events (Rosenberry et al., 2013). Less-mobile zones
proximal to flow obstructions may control development of anoxic microzones in highly permeable glacial
sediments where they might not be expected (MahmoodPoor Dehkordy et al., 2018).
The design of repeatable field experiments to measure multiple porosity domains has been notoriously
difficult using solute tracers and fluid sampling alone, because less-mobile exchange parameters are almost
exclusively inferred from a mobile-porosity tracer-concentration history over longer flowpaths (1 m to
1x102 m ). These inherently indirect experiments can be sensitive to experimental duration (Haggerty, 2004;
Haggerty et al., 2001) and experimental spatial scale (Guan et al., 2008). A balance between flowpath length
(advective timescale) and exchange timescales is needed to achieve optimal less-mobile parameter
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sensitivity in experiments, as illustrated by experimental flowpath Damkohler considerations, using fluid
tracer concentration histories alone (Bahr and Rubin, 1987; Wagner and Harvey, 1997). However, this
Damkohler concept requires some a-priori knowledge of the dominant exchange timescales in field porous
media. Further, if a range of advective flux conditions is considered, the experimental flowpath length
would also need to scale with advective rate to maintain the Damkohler balance between mass transfer and
advection. Therefore, it has been challenging to confirm in the field the flow-dependent less-mobile
exchange dynamics that have been numerically simulated (Li et al., 1994) or indicated in the laboratory
(Bajracharya and Barry, 1997) for decades.
Building directly on the geoelectrical observations of mass transfer between mobile and less-mobile
domains (Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008b; Singha et al., 2007b; Swanson et al., 2012b), Briggs et al., (2013)
presented a framework to analyze paired bulk sediment geoelectrical and fluid electrical conductivity (EC)
time series to discern exchange parameters at a scale local to the bulk electrical measurements. This scale
is controlled by experimental electrode spacing, which can be reduced in distance to cm. Briggs et al.,
(2013) also introduced a “local” Damkohler number for which the relevant experimental timescale balance
is between mass transfer and experimental duration, without a need to consider flowpath length, as lessmobile tracer dynamics are sensed directly within the zone of bulk EC measurement. This approach breaks
the dependence on flowpath-scaled experiments, and has been successfully applied to field solute injections
and controlled laboratory column experiments (Briggs et al., 2014).
We hypothesize that less-mobile exchange in these biogeochemically important kettle-lake sediments
is particularly sensitive to flow conditions, because the outwash kettle-pond porous media consists of
fundamentally well-connected pores, and is therefore dominated by advective flow process over diffusive
processes. To test this hypothesis, we quantify mobile- and less-mobile porosity conditions under controlled
field conditions with permeameter-scale solute injections into lakebed sediments. We monitor the
geoelectrical response (fluid and bulk EC) during tracer breakthrough and quantify less-mobile exchange
parameters. Here, for the first time in the field, we apply new geoelectrical methods to reveal functionally
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different porosity domains in SWI sediments.

3.2.

Methods

Fine-scale geoelectrical measurements paired with pore-water electrical-conductivity time series are
used during conservative conductive-tracer additions (NaCl) to quantify physical exchange between mobile
and less-mobile porosity.

3.2.1. Field Site
Controlled injections were performed within the SWI of Snake Pond in Sandwich, MA, USA from
July 6 to July 10, 2016. Snake Pond is a groundwater flow-through kettle lake embedded in glacial
outwash sands and gravels and without surface tributaries (shown in Figures 1 and 2 of Walter et al.,
2002). The lake is situated near the groundwater high for the large Sagamore lens of the Cape Cod
aquifer, and therefore characterized by relatively low total dissolved solids. However, historic aviationfuel pipeline leakage, military ordnance-related compound deposition, and septic system failure have
caused concern for contaminant transport through the lake system (LeBlanc, 2003; Walter and Masterson,
2002). GW generally discharges to the lake through the northern, shallow, lakebed sediments and
recharges back to the aquifer along the southern shoreline. The injection experiments occurred on the
southern, aquifer-recharging shoreline.
Previous work has indicated that the magnitude and orientation of flowpaths between GW and Snake
Pond are strongly controlled by shallow sediment connectivity and lake stage (Walter and Masterson,
2002). Seepage patterns of high temporal resolution collected in nearby Ashumet Pond, another flowthrough kettle lake, vary in response to short-term rain events of <0.01 m (Rosenberry et al., 2013). It is
expected that such changes in flow rate, or direction, within heterogeneous sediments will control the
assemblage of less-mobile porosity zones that develop proximal to larger inclusions in the porous media
(Briggs et al., 2015; Liu & Kitanidis, 2012). Study of such properties necessitates controlled flow and
solute manipulation within approximately 30 cm of the lakebed interface, a shallow region with high
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biogeochemical reactivity (Briggs et al., 2014; Harvey et al., 2013; Stoliker et al., 2016). To support the
geophysical analysis, sediment core samples were collected in eight streambed locations in the immediate
vicinity of the injection experiments. The core sediments were sieved in the laboratory to determine
representative particle size distributions, porosity, dry bulk density, and mean sediment grain size d50
(procedures described in Harvey et al. (2013).

3.2.2. Geoelectrical Characterization of Mobile and Less-mobile Porosity
Larger scale (m to 1x10 m electrode spacing) arrays of surface electrical-resistivity electrodes have
been deployed during conductive tracer tests to spatial map areas of longer-term solute retention at the
geomorphic unit scale (Toran et al., 2013; A S Ward et al., 2010). To facilitate geophysical investigation
of less-mobile porosity development and exchange at the cm-scale in SWI sediments, we developed a
methodology to collect paired fluid and bulk EC data in the subsurface during localized constant rate solute
injections. Two dual-domain porosity apparatuses (DDPA) were constructed and installed into the interface
sediments to a depth of 0.22 m, approximately 3 m from the southern wetted shoreline (Figure 3.1). The
DDPA consists of an open-ended plastic cylinder (0.55 m diameter) that is inserted in the sediments with a
precisely controlled (via small float switch) inner water level (Figure 3.1a). This water level is maintained
at a prescribed height above the local lake stage to drive a consistent downward flux of an electrically
conductive (i.e., NaCl) tracer at varying concentrations. Tracer breakthrough is monitored at two depths
within the DDPA ring with electrical resistivity arrays (Wenner) and paired fluid EC sampling ports similar
to that used for the USGS MINIPOINT discrete-sampling system (Harvey et al., 2013). A fundamental
assumption of this method is that the volume of sediments to which a bulk resistivity measurement is most
sensitive is coincident in space and comparable to a paired fluid EC point measurement. The resistivity
measurement volume also must be small enough to be insensitive to changes in fluid EC within the
overlying water column. For this study, the goal of each resistivity array was a constant spacing of 0.05 m,
but due to the emplacement of shallow gravels and cobbles, actual electrode spacing varied between 0.04
and 0.07 m. The geometric factor used to determine apparent bulk EC from measured resistance was
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calculated for each resistivity array using the adjusted electrode distances. Bulk EC was calculated as the
reciprocal of bulk apparent resistivity and converted to µS/cm for comparison to the fluid EC data. Although
fluid specific conductance corrected to 25◦C data was collected automatically by the flow cells during the
field experiments, this record was converted back to uncorrected fluid EC to make the two signals more
comparable during sediment temperature changes in order to quantify the less-mobile/mobile porosity
fraction (β) using fluid/bulk EC hysteresis patterns.

Figure 3. 1. a) Vertical cross section through the conceptual DDPA, showing one simplified Wenner electrode array with
current (A,B) and potential (M,N) electrodes labeled in red. The dark blue arrows indicate injection discharge into the ring, which
was tightly controlled with a float switch to maintain inner ring head above the ambient lake level and enhance natural
downwelling patterns. The purple arrow indicates the MINIPOINT-based fluid sampling port

The pore-scale numerical simulations of Liu & Kitanidis (2012) illustrated a need to conduct
experiments regarding less-mobile parameters over a range of flow velocities. Accordingly, our
experiments include controlled lakebed injections over a range of downward flux conditions similar to those
observed in nearby flow-through kettle lakes and sand-and-gravel-bed rivers (Rosenberry et al., 2016,
2013). Preliminary experimentation at Snake Pond in June 2016 using a DDPA at a fixed injection flux
indicated that the experimental shoreline sediments have an average hydraulic conductivity of 10 md -1.
Therefore, for the main experiments presented here, the desired injection flux rates (Darcy flux) within the
DDPA sediments were obtained by adjusting the float switch to achieve a stable change in head within the
cylinder above the pond surface. The targeted head results in a controlled downward hydraulic gradient,
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assuming purely vertical flow to the bottom of the cylinder at 0.22 m sediment depth and hydraulic
conductivity of 10 md-1. Injection flux rates were also spot checked over the course of the experiment by
timing known volumes of water passing through a mediator reservoir and dividing by the injection cylinder
surface area (0.237 m2).
Table 3. 1. The experimental injection details for the conservative tracers in at location DDPA1 and the multi-flow
conservative tracers at location DDPA2.

injection ring

starting time

DDPA1
DDPA1
DDPA1
DDPA1
DDPA1
DDPA1
DDPA2
DDPA2
DDPA2
DDPA2

9:37 on 7/7/16
10:15 on 7/7/16
20:35 on 7/7/16
17:10 on 7/8/16
16:10 on 7/9/16
15:15 on 7/10/16
10:00 on 7/7/16
10:30 on 7/8/16
10:00 on 7/9/16
17:30 on 7/9/16

injection
flux rate
(m/d)
1.2
1.2
1.2-1.4
1.4
1.45
0.9
1.0
3.0
5.0
0.9

apprx. injection
fluid EC
(μS/cm)
500
500
500
500
200
200
540
1850
3670
320

Two experimental DDPA cylinders were installed: DDPA1, with a relatively steady injection rate, and
DDPA2, with variable injection rates. The primary goal of DDPA1 was to assess repeatability of estimates
of less-mobile exchange parameters during tracer injection and flush at one advective condition (Table 3.1).
The goal of DDPA2 was to assess the sensitivity of less-mobile exchange parameters to a range of advective
conditions. The solute injection was monitored at two depths in DDPA1 (0.095 and 0.145 m) with
independent sets of four electrodes and a fluid port at each depth. DDPA2 had 16 electrodes distributed in
a grid and two fluid ports at 0.1 m depth within the electrode configuration; the additional electrodes were
used to investigate the fine-scale spatial distribution of bulk EC in addition to the less-mobile porosity
experiments, so results from only one array are reported here.
The DDPA1 injection was initiated at 1.2 md-1 on July 7, 2016, and although the inner-ring head was
held steady, a naturally occurring drop in ambient lake level caused a coincident increase in the DDPA1
injection rate from 1.2 to 1.45 md-1 by July 9, 2016. The initial 1.2 md-1 injection rate was labeled with fluid
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EC of approximately 500 µS/cm and plateau conditions were maintained for three days until a flush phase
with water at approximately 100 µS/cm that decreased in EC over time (Table 3.1). The DDPA2 injection
began at 1 md-1 on July 7, 2016, was increased to 3 md-1 on July 8, 2016, increased again to 5 md-1 on July
9, 2016, and finally dropped down to 0.9 md-1 later on July 9, 2016. Although the 5 md-1 flux is well above
the maximum observed in nearby natural systems (e.g., approximately 3 md-1) this strong injection was
performed to explore a high-flow rate end member. These four stepwise adjustments in downward flux
through the DDPA were labeled with injection water EC of approximately 540 (1 md-1), 1850 (3 md-1),
3670 (5 md-1), and 320 µS/cm (0.9 md-1), respectively (Table 3.1).

3.2.3. Semi-analytical quantification of less-mobile porosity exchange timescales
Briggs et al. (2014a) presented analytical and semi-analytical models to estimate less-mobile porosity
parameters based co-located measurements of bulk and fluid EC. Here, we summarize the semi-analytical
approach (presented in Section 3.1.3 of Briggs et al. (2014a) with minor modifications), and we use this
approach to estimate alpha (α, T-1, the “classic” mass transfer rate as defined by Ma & Zheng (2011)).
Assuming the bicontinuum Archie model for the bulk conductivity of a dual-domain medium (e.g.
Singha et al., 2007):
𝜎b = (𝜃m + 𝜃lm )𝑞−1 (𝜃m 𝜎m + 𝜃lm 𝜎lm )

(3.1)

where σb is measured bulk EC, θm is the mobile porosity, σm is the mobile-porosity EC, θlm is the less-mobile
porosity, σlm is less-mobile porosity EC, and q is the cementation exponent (assumed to be 1.7 for this
work). Experimentally, it is possible to measure σm using fluid sampling. If the time series of σm (as it
approaches equilibrium with the tracer injection concentration) can be approximated by a differentiable
function, e.g., a second-order polynomial, we can rewrite Equation 3.1 as:
𝜎b = (𝜃m + 𝜃lm )𝑞−1 [𝜃m (𝑎𝑡 2 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐) + 𝜃lm 𝜎lm ]
Differentiating with respect to time, we get:
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(3.2)

𝜕𝜎b
𝜕𝑡

= 𝜃m (𝜃m + 𝜃lm )𝑞−1 (2𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏) + 𝜃m (𝜃m + 𝜃lm )𝑞−1

𝜕𝜎lm
𝜕𝑡

Substituting the transport equation for less-mobile concentration for

 b
q 1
q 1
  m  m   lm  2at  b     m   lm   m   lm 
t

𝜕𝜎lm
,
𝜕𝑡

(3.3)

we obtain:

(3.4)

Solving Equation 3.2 for σlm, substituting for that quantity, and substituting the polynomial expression
for σm, yields the single ordinary differential equation:
𝜕𝜎b
𝜎b ⁄(𝜃m + 𝜃lm )𝑞−1 − 𝜃m (𝑎𝑡 2 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐)
= (𝜃m + 𝜃lm )𝑞−1 {𝜃m (2𝑎𝑡 + 𝑏) + 𝛼 [𝑎𝑡 2 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐 − (
)]}
𝜕𝑡
𝜃lm

(3.5)
Equation 3.5 has a simple analytical solution, although it is unwieldy and hence not shown here.
Initial conditions for bulk and fluid conductivity are identified experimentally, and Equation 3.5 is fit to
data using nonlinear regression to identify the best-fit α. As stated above, this approach is based on the
semi-analytical model of Briggs et al. (2014a), with the minor modification that a polynomial function is
used to approximate σm and the derivative of that function also is used.

3.3.

Results

Results from the geoelectrical characterization of paired mobile and less-mobile porosity dynamics are
presented below.

3.3.1. Geophysical Experiments
The d50 across all lakebed cores is 0.5 mm (standard deviation 0.09 mm), characteristic of medium to
coarse sands, and little particulate organic matter content was found below the SWI. Pebbles and cobbles
(≥ 4mm with occasional cobbles exceeding 60 mm, Figure 3.2a) were regularly encountered during DDPA
installation; however, they were removed from sieve analysis with the purpose of characterizing the primary
granular texture. Discrete depth sampling indicated a coarsening of material with depth over the upper 0.1
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m. Porosity of these segments ranged from 0.27 to 0.35 with a mean of 0.3; pebbles and cobbles larger than
20 mm were neglected from this porosity analysis by necessity.

Figure 3. 2. a) Image of typical Snake Pond sand and gravel interface sediments where the largest cobbles are approximately
6 cm across. b) Bulk and fluid EC tracer response from 0.145 m depth in DDPA1 temporarily diverge, characteristic of delayed
loading of less-mobile porosity. c) a hysteretic relation between and fluid EC with approximate mirror symmetry is shown. The
slope of the dashed best-fit line to the two equilibrium points in concentration space is used to estimate total porosity. d) The rise
to tracer injection plateau at the more shallow 0.095 m depth, which shows a more linear relation is shown compared to c),
indicating a reduced fraction of less- mobile porosity.

Fluid and bulk EC data described in this study are available in Briggs et al. (2018). During tracer
injection, fluid and bulk EC breakthrough curves from 0.145 m show simultaneous initial change from
background (Figure 3.2b), indicating colocation of fluid and bulk EC measurements. Additionally, the bulk
EC measurement was insensitive to early changes in the overlying water column fluid EC, indicating the
electrode spacing was appropriate for shallow bed-sediment characterization, i.e., bulk EC measurements
are not affected by the water column. After initially changing together, the shapes of the bulk and fluid EC
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rising and falling limbs diverge for a period of time, indicating delayed pore water EC change in less-mobile
porosity relative to mobile water reflected in the co-located fluid EC record (Figure 3.2b). When plotted in
fluid/bulk EC concentration space, the resulting hysteresis pattern shows approximate mirror symmetry,
indicating similar less-mobile exchange processes were observed during the enrichment and flush phases
of the injection experiment (Figure 3.2c). This symmetry also suggests that the electrical averaging of
mobile and less-mobile fluid EC components of bulk EC appears approximately arithmetic (Day-Lewis et
al., 2017), a basic assumption of the graphical less-mobile exchange parameter analysis techniques
presented by Briggs et al. (2014a) and utilized here. Due to incomplete tracer replacement in the overlying
water column during the flush injection phase, the hysteresis loop closes at a more conductive point than
the background pore-water condition, and continues to drop slowly at late time (Figure 3.2c). This latter
rate of EC change was clearly slower than the timescale of less-mobile porosity exchange, shown by the
linear relationship between fluid and bulk EC along the equilibrium best-fit line, as would be predicted by
Archie’s Law in the absence of mass transfer.
Using the experimental hysteresis the parameter β, or the ratio of less-mobile/mobile fractions of total
porosity, was estimated graphically as described in detail by Briggs et al. (2014a) and shown in Figure 3.2c
by projecting hysteresis hinge points. Based on Day-Lewis et al. (2017), we expect the falling limb to
conform more closely to arithmetic-averaging (parallel conduction) assumption underlying the graphical
analysis, hence we focus on that limb first. Considering the linear portion of the falling limb (i.e., bulk EC
> 0.25 µS/cm), β was determined by manual linear fit to be 0.97 and by least-squares linear regression to
be 1.03. Considering the falling limb, a regression based fit to the linear portion of the data (i.e., bulk EC
4.4-7.0 and µS/cm) produced an estimate of β of 1.09. These results indicate a near-even balance of mobile
and less-mobile pore space within the region of measurement sensitivity. Additionally, the similarity of β
extracted independently from rising and falling hysteresis limbs indicates that the approximately 20%
increase in flow rate from injection to flush experimental phases did not noticeably impact the less-mobile
porosity fraction at this 0.145 m depth in DDPA1.
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The cementation exponent of Archie’s Law relates fluid and bulk EC at equilibrium conditions based
on the connectedness of pore space, and can be derived experimentally from this best-fit line and the total
porosity of the media; however, it is not possible to quantify both porosity and the cementation exponent
simultaneously from fluid and bulk EC. If we assume the cementation exponent for the Snake Pond
sediments is 1.7, consistent with unconsolidated sands and gravels and geophysical evaluation of nearby
aquifer material (Singha and Gorelick, 2005), we can use the fluid/bulk EC equilibrium relation (Figure
3.2c) to estimate the total porosity, yielding a value of 0.2. This value is somewhat less than the range of
porosity observed here in the cobble-free sediment cores, and likely is influenced by the subsurface cobble
encountered during 0.145 m depth electrode installation—cobbles would serve to reduce total porosity
within the electrical measurement volume. Based on the graphical analysis of β (approximately 1.0) and
total porosity (0.2), mobile porosity is estimated at 0.1 and less-mobile porosity at 0.1. For data to be
appropriate for the semi-analytical α analysis, less-mobile exchange must dominate changes in bulk EC;
this condition is satisfied during the late-time injection and flush phases when fluid EC is essentially at
equilibrium (Figure 3.2b inset box; Figure 3.3). Estimating α independently for the injection and flush
breakthrough curves yields similar values of 2.74 d-1 and 3.23 d-1 (Figure 3.3c,d), respectively. These
exchange timescales are converted to corresponding mean residence times in the local less-mobile porosity
domain by taking the inverse and multiplying by θlm, yielding values of 53 min and 45 min, respectively.
Paired fluid and bulk EC collected at the shallow 0.095 m depth array in DDPA1 show reduced
differential tracer loading, indicated as a departure during the injection phase from the best-fit equilibrium
line, indicating mobile-porosity domain dominance (Figure 3.2d). This array was installed directly above
the 0.145-m depth array, and did not directly encounter cobbles during installation; it is reasonable to
assume this shallower investigation volume is more sand dominated. The interpretation is supported by the
bulk EC at tracer equilibrium, which is approximately twice that of the lower array at 70 µS/cm and
indicates higher total porosity (Figure 3.2d). In sand-and-gravel sediments with high pore-throat
connectivity, we may expect the cementation exponent to be similar throughout the material. When a line
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is fit to initial background and tracer plateau equilibrium points of the shallow array data (Figure 3.2d), and
a cementation exponent of 1.7 again assumed, total porosity is estimated at 0.31, similar to the sediment
core average.

Figure 3. 3. a) and b) show how late-time injection and flush-phase tracer data that is utilized to determine the characteristic
timescale of less-mobile exchange (α) for the rise and flush data at DDPA1 0.145m. The best-fit α is identified by fitting the bulk
EC late-time flush data using the relation presented in Equation 3.5 using the measured mobile and less-mobile porosity fractions
independently for the c) tracer injection, and d) tracer flush, experimental phases.

As noted earlier, DDPA2 had eight electrode arrays inserted to the 0.1 m depth, though only data from
one array is shown here. At this location there is visible separation between the curves at lower injection
fluxes with bulk EC lagging fluid EC, but the curves converge in shape at the higher flux rates (Figure
3.4a). This result qualitatively indicates flow-dependent less-mobile exchange, where the characteristic
timescale of exchange is increased at higher flow (faster loading of less-mobile pores). When bulk and fluid
EC are plotted together in concentration space, successive “rising” hysteresis limbs are observed at each
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increased injection fluid EC level, even for the high 5 md -1 downward flux rate (Figure 3.4b). Therefore,
although visually the curves more closely align in shape with stronger advection, there is shorter-term
delayed bulk EC loading within a large fraction of the experimental volume at all four experimental
injection rates. We then conclude that β may be similar over this range of fluid fluxes (0.9-5 md-1), but the
effective α is positively related to bulk flow rate. A quantitative graphical analysis of β was not attempted
as only half of each hysteresis loop was collected, and the recent pore network modeling of Day-Lewis et
al. (2017) indicates that the rising hysteresis limb, when less-mobile zones are more electrically resistive
than adjacent mobile spaces, is particularly susceptible to violation of the fundamental arithmetic EC
averaging assumption.

Figure 3. 4. a) The total fluid and bulk EC time series throughout the 4-stage multi-flow experiments. The fluid and bulk EC
track more closely at higher flow, indicating enhanced exchange between porosity domains. b) The rising hysteresis limbs for
the 1, 3, and 5 md-1 experiments, which are similar in shape, indicating the less-mobile porosity fraction may be similar across
flow these flow rates within the region of measurement. The equilibrium points follow a linear relation as predicted by Archie
(1942), and this slope indicates a relatively large total porosity of 0.43.
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If a cementation exponent for sands and gravels of 1.7 is again assumed for the sandy DDPA2
sediments, the slope of best fit line to the four bulk/fluid equilibrium points (r2=0.99) indicates a large total
porosity of 0.43 within this zone of measurement (Figure 3.4b). As the β calculation was not performed for
this dataset but a large departure from the Archie-predicted equilibrium line was observed for each injection
rate, we assume a less-mobile fraction of 50% to 90% for the purposes of the α calculation. Using these
two end-member values for less-mobile porosity of 0.22 and 0.39, a theoretical range for α of 6.7 d-1 to 15.2
d-1 was determined for the lowest experimental injection flux of 0.9 md-1 (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3. 5. Similar to Figure 2d, these plots show how the best-fit alpha parameter (α) is identified for the DDPA2 location
by fitting the bulk EC late-time flush data using the relation presented in Equation S5. Total porosity was determined
experimentally at 0.43, and we show α fits assuming: a) less-mobile porosity is 50% of this total, or b) 90% of this total. For
reference lines showing resulting from an α of 0.5 and 50 d -1 are shown (approximately +/- one order of magnitude).

3.4.

Discussion

Less-mobile residence times on the order of 1 hr appear to drive local-scale anaerobic reactivity at the
naturally downwelling lakebed SWI. Changes in downward flow rate directly impact the timescales of lessmobile solute mass transfer, indicating anoxic microzone formation in sand and gravel sediments is a highly
dynamic process.
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3.4.1. Exchange with less-mobile porosity
The biogeochemical implications of exchange in systems with less-mobile intragranular porosity has
been considered (Kessler et al., 2014), but solid silica-based sand-and-gravel sediments are not an intuitive
setting to expect less-mobile dynamics due to high expected fractions of well-connected (effective)
porosity. However, when a 3D volume of sediment is considered, flow obstructions within sandy sediments
caused by embedded gravels and cobbles may create leeward hydraulic “dead zones” (Dehkordy et al.,
2019, 2018) that function as less-mobile porosity even though all pore throats are fundamentally large and
well-connected, consistent with numerical modeling (Briggs et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2012).
SWI sediments are typically quite heterogeneous, ranging from interbedded sands and silts to more
poorly sorted grain distributions. Our quantitative less-mobile exchange analysis indicates that the presence
of cobbles in the flow field can create downgradient areas of stagnation, similar to boulder obstructions in
surface streams. These hydraulic effects are likely to be more dynamic in response to changes in flow rate
and direction than less-mobile zones controlled by diffusive solute exchange (e.g. clay lenses). Differential
loading of less-mobile pore spaces during controlled perturbations of injection EC as monitored by paired
bulk and fluid EC offer the first means we are aware for in-situ characterization of these flow-dependent
local scale exchange dynamics.
Whether or not a crystalline cobble is included within the bulk EC measurement volume will strongly
impact total porosity of that volume (large cobbles reduce total porosity and bulk EC), and the development
of local less-mobile porosity zones. The observed difference in parameters between the deep and shallow
arrays indicates that the scale of sediment heterogeneity controlled by cobbles (e.g. Figure 3.2a) is larger
than the volume of sediment investigation supported by 0.05-m electrode spacing. This allows targeting of
less-mobile exchange parameters in discrete spatial zones near the SWI that may be influential to reactive
processes. However, representative elementary volumes (REVs) of sediment variability within the injection
ring are not captured by this experimental design. Depending on the size of inclusions such as cobbles, or
fine-grained lenses in other systems, it may be difficult to evaluate a true REV using the small electrode
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spacing necessary (here approximately 0.05 m) to avoid water column influence on the electrical
measurements. In that case, multiple geoelectrical measurements will be needed to more fully characterize
SWI less-mobile exchange parameters to be used in predictive contaminant transport modeling.
Paired fluid and bulk EC data from the time period approaching equilibrium tracer conditions are used
to determine the characteristic exchange timescales (e.g. α) without the need for inverse model calibration
(Figure 3.3; Figure 3.5). The upper limits determined for local residence time in less-mobile porosity zones
approaches 80 min (0.39/6.7 d-1) in DDPA2, using assumed porosity fractions. This local residence
timescale decreases at higher flow based on the convergence of fluid and bulk EC tracer signals at the
higher 3 and 5 md-1 injection flux rates. Quantifying how less-mobile exchange timescales vary with
interface flow conditions offers important insights into the physical controls on embedded redox zonation
in these downwelling lakebed sediments. For example, at times of high flux rate from SW to GW, there is
still differential loading of mobile- and less-mobile porosity domains, but the decreased less-mobile
residence time will become less influential biogeochemically assuming similar kinetic rates.
The less-mobile residence times evaluated for this 0.145 m depth in DDPA1 are approximately 3x
longer than that measured in the laboratory using similar methodology for zeolite grains with high internal
porosity (Briggs et al., 2014a; Swanson et al., 2012). Assuming characteristic anoxic threshold times for
pore water biogeochemical processes on the order of hours (e.g. Briggs et al., 2014b) this local increase in
pore-water residence time adjacent to cobbles could potentially lead to the formation of anoxic microzones
embedded in bulk-oxic SWI sediments. All five reactive tracer experiments conducted in tandem with the
geoelectrical experiments in DDPA1 support this by showing anaerobic reaction byproducts at sediment
depths where the mobile pore water still contained dissolved oxygen (Figure 3.6).

3.5.

Conclusions

For the first time, direct geoelectrical monitoring of hydraulic exchange with less-mobile porosity has
been applied in-situ to SWI sediments where redox conditions are expected to show strong spatiotemporal
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variability. Notable observations from this study include:
1. Differential loading of salt tracer was observed within cm-scale packets of sand and gravel lakebed
sediments at varied location and advective flux rate.
2. Less-mobile porosity fractions were comparable to mobile fractions when the geoelectrical
measurements were made adjacent to a cobble obstruction.
Less-mobile exchange timescales were extracted semi-analytically from paired fluid and bulk EC data,
without the need for inverse model calibration, and estimated on the order of approximately 45-80 min at
lower experimental advective fluxes. This enhanced local residence time seems to induce embedded redox
zonation, particularly impacting reactive cycling of nitrate (primary nutrient) and nitrous oxide (strong
greenhouse gas). Less-mobile exchange in sand-and-cobble sediments likely results from a spectrum of
advective timescales, as opposed to diffusion-dominated less-mobile exchange such that might be found
with clay and peat lenses, and is therefore particularly sensitive to variation in flow rate. The emerging
method presented here will allow direct parameterization of reactive SWI models with elusive less-mobile
porosity characteristics measured in the field, which can be used to improve the prediction of contaminant
transport and greenhouse gas production.
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4. Multi-scale preferential flow processes in an urban
streambed under variable hydraulic conditions3
4.1.

Introduction

The exchange of stream water with the hyporheic zone affects solute transport processes and coupling
surface water (SW) and groundwater (GW) ecosystems (Brunke and Gonser, 1997; Lewandowski et al.,
2015). In urban streams with flashy hydrographs the effect of such exchange can be further amplified
through enhanced potential for various types of contamination, in particular high nitrate concentration
(Bhaskar and Welty, 2015; Walsh et al., 2005). Northern urban streams of the United States (US) are further
complicated by the physical and chemical influence of road salt and sand (Ledford and Lautz, 2015). In
spite of the recent advances and numerous studies on sediment water interface (SWI) exchange, the factors
affecting the interaction of urban streams with near-stream aquifers, particularly in regard to preferential
flow processes, have not been well quantified.
In-stream conservative tracer injections are commonly used for characterizing the exchange between
streams and their hyporheic zone, the saturated sediments below and adjacent to streams into which SW
temporarily recharges before returning to the channel (Knapp et al., 2017; Runkel and Kimball, 2002;
Wagner and Harvey, 1997). Using ‘conservative’ tracer-concentration time series (e.g. breakthrough
curves, BTCs), the average hyporheic zone size and exchange rate coefficient can be estimated indirectly
over a stream reach of sufficient length to deform the input tracer signal (Bencala, 1983). However, the
late-time tailing observed in BTCs during in-stream tracer injection tests can be attributed to a combination
of surface (e.g. eddies, pools) and hyporheic zone transient storage (Briggs et al., 2009). Therefore, the

3 MahmoodPoor Dehkordy, F., Briggs, M. A., Day-Lewis, F. D., Singha, K., Krajnovich, A., Hampton, T. B., Zarnetske,
J.P., Scruggs C. & Bagtzoglou, A. C. (2019). Multi-scale preferential flow processes in an urban streambed under variable
hydraulic conditions. Journal of Hydrology.
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downstream tracer signature of hyporheic exchange alone is ambiguous in in-channel solute BTC tailing in
the presence of surface transient storage. Further, reach-averaged transient storage estimations are not
precise because hyporheic zones are composed of nested flowpaths of varied exchange timescales, and the
downstream in-channel tracer response is often dominated by the hyporheic flowpaths with highest tracer
mass-flux occurring through relatively permeable sediments (Harvey et al., 2013). Although in-stream
tracer methods can be an efficient means to grossly parse stream reaches of varied residence time
distribution timescales, the nested flowpath complexity of hyporheic exchange is not well-preserved using
reach-scale tracer techniques, nor is heterogeneity in pore-scale connectivity along individual flowpaths. A
growing body of model-based and empirical research indicates that pore- to bedform-scale hyporheic zone
residence time heterogeneity may be critical to predicting biogeochemical outcomes (Briggs et al., 2015a;
Harvey et al., 2013; MahmoodPoor Dehkordy et al., 2018)
The variability of the hyporheic zone residence times in space results in part from heterogeneity in
sediment permeability at varied scales (Brunke and Gonser, 1997; Olsen and Townsend, 2003). The wide
range of pore connectivity in the hyporheic zone generates spatially ‘preferential’ flow through the more
connected pores, referred to as the “mobile domain” in groundwater flow and transport literature (van
Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976). Advection and dispersion are the dominant transport processes in the
mobile domain. The coupled less-mobile domain, created by more poorly connected pores or localized
pockets with low permeability, has hydraulic exchange governed by relatively slow advection and/or
diffusion (Berkowitz et al., 2006; Frederick D. Day-Lewis et al., 2017b; Feehley et al., 2000; Wheaton and
Singha, 2010a). Further, large variability in grain size, such as that commonly observed in sand and gravel
sediments of streams, can cause fundamentally well-connected pores to function as less-mobile zones due
to obstructions in the flow field (Martin A Briggs et al., 2018; MahmoodPoor Dehkordy et al., 2018). At
bedform- to stream-reach scales, spatially focused preferential groundwater discharge constrains and
modifies hyporheic flow fields (Briggs and Hare, 2018; Hester et al., 2014), further enhancing
spatiotemporal heterogeneity in physical streambed exchange dynamics (F. Boano et al., 2014). The
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presence of mobile and less-mobile domains (dual porosity) in the hyporheic zone and groundwater
discharge flowpaths can create a spectrum of solute residence times, and as a result, impacts biogeochemical
reactivity, solute transport, aquifer management, and design of remediation techniques (Briggs et al., 2015a;
Cardenas, 2015; Culkin et al., 2008). In particular, fine-scale variation in sediment permeability may control
the formation of anoxic microzones within hyporheic downwelling zones, impacting the reduction of nitrate
in stream water (Briggs et al., 2015a).
As mentioned above, quantitative evaluation of nested preferential flow processes at the SWI
universally challenges traditional SW and GW exchange methodologies. As streambed complexity is
enhanced through the addition of non-native road sand and flashy reworking in urban streams, these
methodological challenges become daunting limitations. One of the most common methods to investigate
the hyporheic zone is direct fluid sampling; however, pumped fluid data might not be spatially
representative and are primarily sensitive to mobile porosity domains, from which water is more easily
drawn. On the other hand, geoelectrical measurements are sensitive to both mobile and less-mobile domains
(Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008a). Geoelectrical techniques have been successfully used by researchers for
imaging SWI processes and preferential flow at varied scales (Acworth and Dasey, 2003; al Hagrey and
Michaelsen, 1999; Crook et al., 2008; Nyquist et al., 2008; Toran et al., 2013; Adam S. Ward et al., 2010).
Using geoelectrical measurements at cm-scales, the bulk electrical conductivity (EC), which is sensitive
to both mobile and less-mobile domains, can be measured, providing additional information beyond fluid
EC via fluid sampling (Briggs et al., 2013a; Singha et al., 2007a). Specifically, the relationship between
bulk EC and collocated fluid EC is used to quantify less-mobile porosity dynamics (Briggs et al., 2014;
Swanson et al., 2012b). This geoelectrical signature of mass transfer between domains with different
connectivity has been observed in controlled laboratory experiments, field experiments, and simulated
numerically (Briggs et al., 2014, 2013a; Day-Lewis and Singha, 2008a; MahmoodPoor Dehkordy et al.,
2018; Singha et al., 2007a; Swanson et al., 2012b). In a medium with less-mobile porosity, bulk EC, which
is sensitive to both mobile and less-mobile domains, lags behind fluid EC, which is predominantly sensitive
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to more mobile pore flow. The bulk EC lag results from the fact that less-mobile domains equilibrate to an
induced EC perturbation (e.g. tracer pulse) at a later time compared to more well-connected pores. A
hysteretic relation (i.e., a hysteresis loop) therefore develops between fluid and bulk EC when
simultaneously monitoring both while injecting ionic tracers (Singha et al., 2007a). The shape of the
hysteresis loops can provide information on less-mobile exchange parameters, which can be graphically
and semi-analytically extracted (Briggs et al., 2014); for example, this method has been used to reveal the
differential loading of ionic tracer in cm-scale sand and gravel sediments (Martin A Briggs et al., 2018).
Numerical simulations by Liu and Kitanidis (2012) and MahmoodPoor Dehkordy et al. (2018)
demonstrated the sensitivity of less-mobile porosity dynamics to flow velocity. However, such flow
dependence has not been investigated in the hyporheic zone, particularly in complex urban systems.
Previous work indicates hydraulically modified urban streams to be of unique nutrient cycling
(Wollheim et al., 2005) and greenhouse gas production dynamics (Beaulieu et al., 2011). Here, we look to
quantify the effect of hydrodynamics on varied-scale preferential flow processes in an urban stream known
specifically to have high nitrate concentration levels and nitrous oxide production. In addition to strong
nitrate loading, this stream displays prominent accumulations of high-permeability road sand that likely
enhance hyporheic exchange and spatial variability in porosity and permeability compared to the native
sediments. Specifically, we measure and analyze the cm-scale less-mobile porosity fraction, mass transfer
rate coefficient, and the resultant less-mobile residence time under different controlled downward hyporheic
fluid fluxes. We hypothesize that less-mobile porosity dynamics are flow dependent and we seek to quantify
this dependence. We also leveraged a concurrent large natural precipitation/stream discharge event to image
changes in reach-scale preferential exchanges of SW and GW over several days affected by the changes in
reach-scale vertical flux due to the storm, which might impact the spatial distribution and biogeochemical
functionality of mobile versus less-mobile porosity zones at the cm-scale. These multi-scale geophysical
measurements demonstrate the complexity and flow dependence of preferential hyporheic flow processes
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and groundwater discharge in the hyporheic zone of an urban stream setting and indicate the importance of
multi-scale modeling and field investigations.

4.2.

Methods

In this section, we describe the field site, and experimental setup and analysis for the cm-scale and
reach-scale Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) measurements.

4.2.1. Site description
The multi-scale electrical experiments were performed at Sawmill Brook in Burlington, Massachusetts,
USA (Figure 4.1), in the westernmost part of the Ipswich River watershed (Wollheim et al., 2005). The
study reach has a contributing area of approximately 4 km2, a slope of 0.017, and an average width of 1.9
m and depth of 0.09 m during summer low flow (Briggs et al., 2010). The mean discharge of the Ipswich
River at South Middleton, MA, which is the closest U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) site (01101500), was
~1.2 m3/s in the month of experiment. The stream flows through glacial till, sands, and gravels (Williams
et al., 2004), although along the upstream 22-m section used for this study, the incised channel currently
shows little evidence of connectivity with mapped natural sand and gravel deposits and is instead dominated
by allochthonous organic material and mineral soils. However, the shallow SWI material is dominated by
road sand, as discussed below.
The study site at Sawmill Brook is located in a small land conservation zone embedded in a densely
populated area that is approximately 25% impervious (Pellerin et al., 2008). The local hydrology is heavily
influenced by anthropogenic signals due to urbanization as has been studied by a number of researchers.
For instance, Wollheim et al. (2005) investigated the effect of urbanization on nitrogen retention in the
Ipswich River watershed via the stream measurements. Using a transient storage modeling approach that
delineates in-channel and hyporheic exchange, Briggs et al. (2010) found that on average, Sawmill Brook
has a relatively small, shallow hyporheic exchange zone (<0.05 m depth) that is likely constrained vertically
by upwelling groundwater. Incomplete denitrification is likely an important process in this stream, as
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Sawmill Brook and one of its tributaries were identified by Beaulieu et al. (2011) as being some of the
largest net emitters of nitrous oxide (N2O) of the streams considered in that study.
The impact of winter road salt and sand on stream chemistry and the hyporheic zone is apparent in the
stream bed and water chemistry (Pellerin et al., 2008). Road sand deposits dominate the main channel for
hundreds of meters downstream of road crossings, often being tens of centimeters thick. Mixing of the
sand with the natural organic-rich material in the shallow streambed can hypothetically lead to the creation
of mobile and less-mobile domains as the sand deposits can function as the mobile matrix around lessmobile mineral soil and organic deposits. Competent leaf layers were present in the shallow sediment in
multiple locations at different depths in the site as evidenced during sediment core collection. Moreover,
preliminary seepage measurements made in the process of locating the dual-domain porosity apparatuses
(DDPA, described below) indicated upward flow gradients.

Figure 4. 1. (a) A photo of the experiment site (b) Map of northeastern Massachusetts, USA. The Ipswich watershed
boundary is shown in white, the yellow circle shows the relative location of the experiment site, the white arrow
shows the flow direction. (c) Experimental setup in the stream. The red dots show the location of the two rings
(DDPA-US and DDPA-DS) used in the cm-scale experiment, the red star shows the location of channel EC/level
logger and the “+” signs show the locations of the electrodes used in the reach-scale ERT experiment.
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4.2.2. Experimental setup
The SWI dual-porosity and preferential groundwater exchange dynamics of Sawmill Brook were
evaluated at two different scales simultaneously. The cm-scale measurements are used to investigate the
less-mobile exchange parameters in controlled induced-infiltration experiments at different vertical fluid
fluxes, while the reach-scale ERT measurements are used to investigate spatiotemporal dynamics of SW
and GW exchange in response to a large storm/flow event.
4.2.2.1.

Centimeter-scale, streambed tracer tests at different downward fluxes

To quantitatively assess the effect of varied downward hyporheic fluxes on less-mobile porosity
dynamics, two DDPAs were designed and constructed in the same manner as Briggs et al. (2018) (Figure
4.2). A DDPA comprises an open-ended cylinder made of polyvinyl chloride with diameter of 55 cm and
height of 100 cm. The cylinder was installed vertically into the SWI to a depth of approximately 30 cm,
allowing discrete streambed locations within the DDPA to be temporarily converted to controlled
downwelling zones. To differentiate the two cylinders used for our experiments, one is referred to as
“DDPA-US” (the upstream DDPA) and the other is referred to “DDPA-DS” (the downstream DDPA)
according to their location relative to the flow direction (Figure 4.1c). The water level in the cylinder was
maintained at a fixed higher head relative to the stream using a float switch; given that the DDPA cylinder
was open at both ends this created vertical flow with a desired constant flux into the streambed.
For the tracer tests, stream water was first pumped to a large tank reservoir on the bank and an ionic
tracer (NaCl) was added to the water until it reached a fluid EC of approximately 2500 μS/cm (background
fluid EC of the stream was approximately 900 μS/cm). During experiments, a series of float switches and
pumps cycled the EC fluid injectate from the larger tank through a smaller, controlled intermediate
reservoir, and from there into the DDPA cylinders. The controlled injection of elevated EC water was
continued until the DDPA sediment reached fluid and bulk EC equilibrium. The method to measure fluid
and bulk EC are described in detail below. At this stage, the DDPA was flushed with the background stream
water at a similar rate to the solute injection. The background water was provided from a separate large
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reservoir and smaller tank using a process similar to that used for the tracer. Fluid and bulk EC were
measured during the course of injection and flush phases.

Figure 4. 2. Conceptual schematic of a dual-domain porosity apparatus (DDPA; not to scale). Two current electrodes
(attached to a current source shown by “I”) and two potential electrodes (attached to a voltmeter shown by “V”) form a Wenner
array configuration for electrical resistivity and are shown in red. The fluid sampling port is attached to an EC meter in order to
measure the fluid EC. Injection port is used for pumping the tracer into the DDPA, and the float switch keeps the desired head
constant in the experiment.

Measurements were performed in both DDPA for downward fluid fluxes of approximately 0.8 m/d, 2
m/d, and 3 m/d. The 2 m/d flux experiment was performed on July 11-12, 2017, prior to storm event flow,
while the 3 m/d and 0.8 m/d flux experiments were performed on July 13-14 and July 15-16, respectively,
after the surface-water storm pulse had fully dissipated. All equipment remained in place during the storm
flow event. In each experiment both DDPA-US and DDPA-DS had similar fluxes (though different internal
water levels) to allow comparison of the response for differences between sediments at different locations.
The fluxes were monitored multiple times (via measuring the volume of injected water through the DDPA
system per time) during the experiment to ensure a constant and similar flux for the two DDPAs. The
average effective vertical hydraulic conductivity was measured to be ~4 m/d for DDPA-US and ~11 m/d
for DDPA-DS based on constant-head tests, likely reflecting the greater abundance of natural organics
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versus road sand at the US location, and the DDPA heads were adjusted according to Darcy’s law to
maintain a similar flux for DDPA-US and DDPA-DS. These vertical hydraulic conductivity measurements
were performed before and after the storm pulse and no change was observed, ensuring no major reworking
of streambed sediments within the DDPA rings.
Bulk EC was measured in the DDPAs using the resistance measured by a Super Sting 8 Resistivity
meter connected to four stainless-steel electrodes in a Wenner (equidistant) configuration (Figure 4.2). In
each cylinder, two sets of four partially insulated electrodes were inserted in the sediment at two depths (10
and 20 cm). Hereafter we refer to the electrode set at 10 and 20 cm depth in the DDPA-US as US-10 and
US-20, respectively. Similarly, the electrode sets in the DDPA-DS are called DS-10 and DS-20. Resistance
was converted to apparent conductivity approximating the geometric factor as K = 4πa, where a is electrode
spacing and is equal to 5 cm, assuming the electrical measurements were not notably sensitive to the water
column above or the insulating boundaries of the DDPA. Insensitivity of the geometric factor to the water
column was verified experimentally; when the tracer concentration within the DDPA water column was
modified, there was no immediate response at any subsurface electrode array. The accuracy of the
analytically determined geometric factor for the determination of apparent conductivity was assessed
numerically, and the error was found to be 6% or less for the setups considered here.
Fluid EC was measured by EC meters (Amber Science, Eugene, Oregon) connected to electrical
conductivity cells that were in turn connected to 1/8” stainless steel metal tubes with a slit opening at the
bottom (similar to the USGS MINIPOINT design, Harvey et al., 2013). Water was pumped up to the meter
via peristaltic pumps (Masterflex, Cole Parmer) with a low flow rate (~3 mL/min) to minimize altering the
DDPA sediment flow field. Synchronized data from all fluid EC meters were logged at 30-second intervals
by a custom-designed LabVIEW program (National Instruments, Austin, TX) run on a laptop computer.
Using the tubing flow rate and the length of the tubing, the time recorded by the EC meter was corrected to
have similar timing for both fluid and bulk EC measurements. In some cases, the time correction was not
precise enough, perhaps due to the inconsistency of the sampling rate, and fluid and bulk EC BTCs were
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not completely aligned. In such cases, the measurements were aligned based on the median travel time
extracted from fluid and bulk EC BTCs. The fluid EC measured by the device was reported as the specific
EC at 25 °C. The work of Briggs et al. (2018) indicated that the DDPA methodology would be improved
by depth-specific temperature correction of bulk EC data. To compare fluid and bulk EC directly, measured
bulk EC was also converted to specific EC at 25 °C using the water temperature recorded by iButtons
(iButton Thermochron DS1922L, Maxim Integrated) installed inside each DDPA at 10 and 20 cm depths.
Specific fluid and bulk EC are plotted versus time, generating BTCs for both EC measurements, and
the hysteresis loops between the two are plotted in concentration space as bulk EC versus fluid EC. The
hysteresis loops are used to graphically estimate the ratio of less-mobile to mobile porosities (β) and the
first-order mass-transfer coefficient between mobile and less-mobile domains. Briggs et al. (2014) showed
that using the hinge points obtained from the hysteresis loop (Figure 4.3a), β can be graphically estimated
as:
𝛽=

(𝜎𝑏3 −𝜎𝑏0 )
(𝜎𝑏2 −𝜎𝑏3 )

.

(4.1)

Here, 𝜎𝑏0 is the bulk EC associated with the hysteresis hinge point at equilibrium before injection, 𝜎𝑏2
is the bulk EC associated with the hinge point at equilibrium after injection, and 𝜎𝑏3 is the hysteresis hinge
point of the flushing phase of the injection (see Briggs et al. (2014) for additional detail). In this method,
we assume that during the ionic tracer breakthrough, the mobile and less-mobile zones essentially act as
parallel electrical conductors and this assumption is more valid during the flush limb of the hysteresis loop,
which is the reason why hinge points 0, 2, and 3 are used for the calculation of β and hinge point 1 is not
considered (Frederick D. Day-Lewis et al., 2017b). It is noteworthy that if the fraction of less-mobile
porosity is negligible, hinge points 3 and 0 will be collocated, resulting in a linear relationship between
fluid and bulk EC as expected from Archie’s law (Archie, 1942). Using β and the measured total porosity,
mobile and less-mobile porosities are determined. Total porosity was volumetrically measured in the
laboratory using the samples extracted from different depths of the DDPA-DS. A cylinder with a known
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volume of water was slowly and filled with the oven-dried sample on a shake table and porosity was
calculated as the ratio of the initial known volume of water over the volume of saturated sediment. The
measured average total porosity was 0.38 (the laboratory porosity measurement was also confirmed by the
laser-based grain size analysis).

Figure 4. 3. (a) An example hysteresis loop between fluid and bulk EC. The slope of the best-fit line (dashed black line)
between equilibrium points, hinge point 0 (σb0) and 2 (σb2), is used to estimate the cementation exponent based on the measured
porosity (0.38). Hinge points 1 (σb1) and 3 (σb3) are located by finding the tangent for the data immediately after initiation of
injection and flushing, respectively. (b) Fitting steps for finding α. Fluid and bulk EC BTCs are shown in blue and red. The
polynomial fit to the fluid EC BTC prior to plateau (g) is shown in green and the fit on the bulk EC BTC to estimate α is shown
in yellow.

To estimate the less-mobile residence time, the “classic” mass-transfer rate coefficient (Ma and Zheng,
2011) between mobile and less-mobile domains (𝛼) is calculated using the semi-analytical model presented
by Briggs et al. (2014) and modified by Briggs et al. (2018). In this method we fit a differentiable function
using non-linear least-squares regression to the mobile-porosity EC (𝜎𝑚 ), here synonymous with fluid EC,
time series prior to reaching the tracer injection plateau. We used a second-order polynomial for fitting,
which is called “g” hereafter (Figure 4.3b). Conceptually, the equation for bulk EC (𝜎b) of a dual-domain
medium is obtained from (Singha et al., 2007a) as:
𝜎b = (𝜃m + 𝜃lm )𝑞−1 (𝜃m 𝜎𝑚 + 𝜃lm 𝜎𝑙𝑚 ) .
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(4.2)

Here, 𝜃m is the mobile porosity, 𝜃lm is the less-mobile porosity, 𝜎lm is the less-mobile porosity EC, and
q is the cementation exponent, which is estimated by Archie’s law (Archie, 1942) using the slope of bestfit line between equilibrium points. The function g is substituted for 𝜎m in Equation (4.2), which is then
differentiated with respect to time to obtain the time derivative of 𝜎b. Additionally, the transport equation
of less-mobile concentration 𝜃lm

𝜕𝜎𝑙𝑚
𝜕𝑡

= 𝛼 (𝜎𝑚 − 𝜎𝑙𝑚 ) (Coats and Smith, 1964; Ma and Zheng, 2011) is

substituted in the equation for the time derivative of 𝜎lm . This yields a single ordinary differential equation,
the analytical solution of which is fit to the experimental bulk EC in order to estimate 𝛼 (Figure 4.3b). Local
residence time within the less-mobile porosity domain is then calculated as

𝜃lm
.
𝛼

More details about

quantification of less-mobile porosity exchange timescales is provided in section S2 of Supporting
Information.
4.2.2.2.

Reach-scale preferential surface and groundwater connectivity experiments

Reach-scale ERT measurements were performed to investigate the spatiotemporal dynamics of SW and
GW connectivity at the reach scale (i.e., 22 m of channel length, to the approximate 4 m streambed depth).
Our original intention was to conduct a constant-rate salt addition at the upper reach boundary to electrically
distinguish natural hyporheic exchange zones from lateral streambed groundwater flow and upward
groundwater discharge zones, similar to what has been done by Ward (2010). However, a large natural
precipitation event (76 mm rain in < 4 hourr, according to nearby Bedford Hanscom Field, MA, reported
by the National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), started around 4 PM on July 12th, 2017) was instead leveraged to more naturally
investigate event-driven hyporheic exchange and groundwater discharge. The rain event could be harnessed
for a ‘natural’ ERT tracer experiment because the rain water was over an order of magnitude less conductive
than the pre-storm stream water, so there was abundant EC contrast to image the coupled SW and GW
exchange processes. Reach-scale ERT data were collected along the channel by a Super Sting 8 Resistivity
meter using a dipole-dipole array across 22 m of the stream, and the data are presented as electrical
conductivity (bulk EC, the inverse of bulk resistivity) for the sake of consistency with the DDPA
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experiments. The rainfall event occurred on July 12, 2017 and provided a fortuitous opportunity to observe
a natural perturbation of stream fluid EC and stage, which were both tracked over time using a Solinst
datalogger (Solinst, ON, Canada) installed 11.5 m upstream of DDPA-US attached to rebar in a large pool
(Figure 4.1c). The bulk EC measurements were collected twice before the storm starting from July 11,
2017, and multiple times after the storm from 2 hour after the storm to July 15, 2017 (summarized in Table
4.1); each reach-scale electrical measurement series lasted for approximately 1 hour.
Twenty-eight electrodes were installed with an electrode spacing of 75 cm and data were collected from
the electrode line run down the thalweg (Figure 4.1c). Unlike the DDPA experiments where apparent bulk
EC was analyzed using the raw electrical data, the reach-scale resistivity data were inverted using R2
(version 2.7a; Binley and Kemna, 2005) to recover two-dimensional sections of bulk streambed EC that
vary in space and over time. The domain of interest for inversion in R2 was 4 m in depth and 22 m in length,
while boundaries are about 200 m away. Grid sizes in depth and longitudinal direction were 0.1 m and 0.25
m, respectively. The data errors are set for each measurement based on the field data (less than 8%) and the
maximum number of allowed iterations was 7. Moreover, the effect of stream water layer on inversion
results was tested and appeared to be negligible on the inversion results. The changes in bulk EC with
respect to the initial condition (before the storm) were also created using difference inversion in R2.

Table 4. 1. Reach-scale ERT measurements date and time.
Label

Date

Start time

Time relative to storm

P8

07/12/2017

08:14

Pre storm (~8 hours before the storm)

b

07/12/2017

13:13

Pre storm (~2 hours before the storm)

c

07/12/2017

21:39

~2 hours post storm

d

07/12/2017

22:44

~3 hours post storm

e

07/12/2017

23:48

~4 hours post storm

f

07/13/2017

01:59

~6 hours post storm

g

07/13/2017

03:05

~7 hours post storm

h

07/13/2017

22:24

~26 hours post storm

i

07/14/2017

05:46

~35 hours post storm

j

07/14/2017

22:25

~50 hours post storm

k

07/15/2017

08:18

~60 hours post storm
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4.3.

Results

The results regarding the less-mobile porosity dynamics obtained from the cm-scale measurements are
provided in Section 3.1, and the storm event-driven hyporheic exchange and groundwater discharge
dynamics characterized with reach-scale ERT measurements is described in Section 3.2.

4.3.1. Characterization of centimeter-scale less-mobile porosity
Fluid and bulk EC data from both DDPAs, at 3 m/d downward fluid fluxes, are presented as BTCs in
Figure 4.4. In all cases, after initially changing together, the bulk EC lags behind fluid EC, indicating the
presence of less-mobile porosity with delayed loading of solute tracer. Fluid and bulk EC reach a plateau
before the start of the flush phase in all cases. However, in some cases a plateau is not reached in flush
phases due to experimental limitations in the field (e.g. poor weather) that forced early termination of the
experiments (such as Figure 4.4d). The time to reach plateau varies between different fluxes and locations,
for instance at 3 m/d flux DS-20 (Figure 4.4b) reaches plateau after ~7 hour while it takes ~12 hours for
US-20 (Figure 4.4d) to reach plateau at the same flux.
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Figure 4. 4. BTCs for 3 m/d flux at (a) DS-10, (b) DS-20, (c) US-10, and (d) US-20. Fluid ECs are shown with blue dots
and are associated with the left vertical axis. Bulk ECs are shown with red dots and are associated with the right vertical axis.

In most cases, the rising limb (injection) is complete and smooth; however, in some cases such as US10 for a flux of 3 m/d (Figure 4.4c) the rising limb cannot be used for calculations given that fluid EC
measurements were affected by a temporary device malfunction. Therefore, only the falling limb is used
for the calculations in these cases. Hysteresis loops are formed as a result of the lag between fluid and bulk
EC, hysteresis loops for 3 m/d experiment are shown in Figure 4.5. The difference between the shapes of
hysteresis loops at different locations, depths, and fluxes indicate spatial variability and flux dependence of
parameters controlling mobile/less-mobile exchange.
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Figure 4. 5. Hysteresis loops between fluid and bulk EC for 3 m/d flux at (a) DS-10, (b) DS-20, (c) US-10, and (d) US-20.
The color bar shows the time from the beginning of each injection.

Using the graphical evaluation method of Briggs et al. (2014), less-mobile porosity can be calculated
using 𝛽 (obtained from Equation (1)) and the measured total porosity of the DDPA sediments. The lessmobile porosity values extracted from EC hysteresis loops are presented in Table 4.2. In all cases the lessmobile porosity for 0.8 m/d flux is smaller than the higher fluxes (2 and 3 m/d); sometimes this difference
is more appreciable as in the case of US-20 where less-mobile porosity increases approximately 40% from
low to high downward flux. The differences between 2 m/d and 3 m/d fluxes are not substantial except for
US-20. The fits used for calculating α and less-mobile residence time for 3 m/d downward flux are shown
in Figure 4.6
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Figure 4. 6. Fitting steps for finding α for 3 m/d flux at (a) DS-10, (b) DS-20, (c) US-10, and (d) US-20. Fluid and bulk EC
BTCs are shown in blue and red. The polynomial fit to fluid EC BTC prior to plateau is shown in green and the fit on bulk EC
BTC to estimate α is shown in light black. Due to temporary injection device malfunction, the falling limb is used in calculation
for (c).

In all cases 𝛼 increases with increase in flux, indicating faster exchange between the dual-porosity
domains, which causes the less-mobile residence time to decrease as flux increases, even though the volume
of less-mobile porosity increases in all experiments (Table4. 2, Figure 4.7). A more notable change of lessmobile porosity as a result of increase in flux for US-20 (Figure 4.7a) as well as the distinct increase in
residence time for US-20 compared to other locations (Figure 4.7c) is noteworthy.
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Figure 4. 7. Summary of the calculated parameters for all cm-scale less-mobile porosity experiments (a) less-mobile porosity
fraction of total porosity (β). (b) mass-transfer coefficient (𝛼). (c) less-mobile residence time. The vertical error bars indicate
variability based on the fitting calculations.
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Table 4. 2. Summary of calculated parameters for each DDPA experiment.

Flux
(m/d)

Less-mobile
Porosity (± 5%)

α (d-1)
(± 10%)

Less-mobile residence
time (min) (± 10%)

DS-10

0.8
2
3

0.31
0.33
0.34

5.2
15
17.1

86
32
28

DS-20

0.8
2
3

0.26
0.3
0.3

2.3
4.7
11.9

162
91
36

US-10

0.8
2
3

0.25
0.28
0.29

1.5
4
5.2

240
101
81

US-20

0.8
2
3

0.22
0.27
0.31

0.9
1.2
1.8

364
324
249

4.3.2. Reach-scale preferential surface water and groundwater connectivity
experiments
As a result of the rain precipitation event and storm runoff event, the water level increased by
approximately 0.5 m in a pool at the head of the reach, peaking on July 12 at 7:45 pm. The fluid EC of
stream water ranged between 145-1200 μS/cm over the storm event and was at a minimum on July 12 at
10:00 pm as a result of more resistive rain water from the storm (Figure 4.8a).
Reach-scale ERT measurements were made two times leading up to the storm event. The meter-scale
zonation bulk EC in the background domain 8 hours before the storm may indicate zones of varied sediment
types and/or varying pore-water EC at ~1.5 m depth due to groundwater discharge and preferential flowpath
processes, with bulk EC varying between 1-10 μS/cm. As mentioned above, upward (positive) hydraulic
head gradients were measured in several places (including the locations of DDPAs) along the reach before
the storm, indicating upward flow of groundwater when the stream was at low stage. A positive shift in
bulk EC from before the event to 60 hours after the storm is appreciable in the zones of relatively low bulk
conductivity.
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The changes of bulk EC over time with respect to the background condition indicate flow-dependent
hyporheic and groundwater exchanges. No significant change in bulk EC was observed between 8 hours
pre-storm and 2 hours pre-storm (Figure 4.8b), with the small observed variations corresponding to the fact
that stream water EC was also changing during the day by approximately 200 μS/cm (Figure 4.8a). Figure
panels 4.8c-k show the change of bulk EC over time for the resistivity measurements made following the
event compared to the pre-storm condition. The sensitivity map of the inverted ERT measurements shows
a strong reduction in sensitivity below approximately 3 m for most time steps. Therefore, although inversion
results are always plotted to the 4-m depth here, the deeper results are likely highly influenced by shallower
bulk EC patterns. A few hours after the storm most areas experience a reduction in bulk EC compared to
the pre-storm condition, while some discrete zones experience increase in bulk EC (Figure 4.8c, d). These
zones of increased conductivity generally correspond with the regions of relatively low background bulk
EC. As more time passes after the storm, the areas that experience an increase in bulk EC compared to the
pre-storm condition expand, albeit the shallow streambed and a few other discrete zones approach a similar
bulk EC value, or are somewhat less-conductive, than the pre-storm condition (Figure 4.8h-k). We attribute
the initial drop in streambed bulk EC throughout much of the domain to stage and velocity-driven influx of
resistive channel water as influenced by the lower EC rain source water. The zones of enhanced
conductivity that grow substantially over time likely represent flushing of riparian groundwaters, while the
late-time regions that show similar or reduced conductivity to pre-storm values represent ambient (low
streamflow) hyporheic flowpaths. No DDPA injections were performed in the day following the storm
(i.e., until the stream had returned to base flow), so the zones of enhanced conductivity are not related to
the effects of the cm-scale preferential flow experiments.
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Figure 4. 8. (a) Stream EC and water level measured by a Solinst datalogger at the location shown in Figure 4.1c. The times
of reach-scale ERT measurements are marked with green stars and their labels are summarized in Table 4.2. Beginning of the
storm is marked with a black arrow. (b-k) Changes in bulk EC compared to 8 hours before the storm (experiment P8 in Table
4.2). Panel labels correspond to experiment labels in Table 4. 2 (e.g. panel (b) shows the changes in bulk EC between experiment
b and P8). The white dots represent the locations of the DDPA-US and DDPA-DS.
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4.5.

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the flow dependence of SWI exchange at the cm-scale, at the reach-scale,
and then link those results to describe preferential flow.

4.5.1. Flow dependence of cm-scale SWI exchange and implications
The time lag between fluid and bulk EC for both DDPAs at all depths and experimental fluxes indicates
the ubiquitous and resilient presence of less-mobile porosity caused by heterogeneity in the media at the
cm-scale (Figure 4.4). At the US-20 location, for all fluxes, both fluid and bulk EC rise more slowly
compared to their counterparts at DS-10, DS-20, and US-10. The difference in the shape of hysteresis loops,
being narrower, for US-20 compared to other comparable measurement sets is also clearly noticeable. These
observations suggest that the sediment permeability and differential mobile/less-mobile loading at US-20
is different from the other measurement locations. After the tracer tests, we excavated the sediment and
observed that the sediment around 20 cm in the DDPA-US included a thin layer of fine sediment mixed
with leaf and organic material embedded in more well-sorted coarse sand (presumed road sand). This result
exemplifies the sensitivity of this method to layers with different sediment properties at relatively high
spatial resolution and indicates that sand from the urban setting may enhance dual-porosity dynamics as
natural silts and organics are embedded in a high-permeability matrix.
Visual inspection of the hysteresis loops reveals that the loops become wider with the increase in flux,
especially from 0.8 m/d to 2 m/d, indicative of increased less-mobile porosity fraction (Briggs et al., 2014),
meaning that there are more zones where solute can have longer residence time. Increasing the flux from
0.8 to 2 m/d increases the estimated less-mobile porosity but changing the flux from 2 to 3 m/d causes
minimal change, with either no change or a slight increase in the less-mobile porosity (Table 4.2). This
differential response with flux rates indicates a stronger flow dependence of less-mobile porosity at lower
flows. As flux increases, the volume of less-mobile porosity increases while α strongly decreases and causes
a net reduction of less-mobile porosity residence time. Such flow dependence of less-mobile porosity
dynamics is generally in accordance with the simulation results presented in MahmoodPoor Dehkordy et
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al. (2018), where they numerically investigated the effect of flow on less mobile exchange parameters in
media streambed heterogeneities ranging from low-permeability layers to cobble inclusions.
Flow dependence of these less-mobile zones would impact a number of processes, including the
formation and function of embedded anoxic microzones that can drive important redox biogeochemistry.
For example, the anoxic production of N2O, a potent greenhouse gas, may be maximized at intermediate
residence times (e.g. Quick et al., 2016), so there is likely a “sweet spot” for N2O emissions in less-mobile
porosity in regards to hyporheic downwelling rate. The organic material that helps form less-mobile zones
by increasing the heterogeneity in sediment permeability could further enhance reactivity by providing an
in-situ source of organic carbon and relatively high surface area for microbial colonization. Sawmill Brook
was reported by Beaulieu et al., (2011) as one of several urban streams with exceptionally high N2O
production, though the specific mechanisms of this strong net incomplete dentrification were not clear. Our
work shows that shallow sediments within this stream may exhibit local residence times upward of
approximately 2.5 hour, potentially generating the nessesary conditions for the creation of anoxic
microzones, yet without the time needed for complete denitrification, an intermediate-time “sweet spot” for
N2O production as indicated by the flume work of Quick et al., (2016). Coupled with the substaintial
fraction of less-mobile porosity and flow dependence observed at all measurement locations, this work
indicates less-mobile dynamics should be explicitly considered in future work regarding N2O production in
the hyporheic zone.

4.5.2. Flow dependence of reach-scale SWI exchange and implications
At the reach-scale directly following the storm event, most areas of the subsurface experience a strong
reduction in bulk EC compared to the pre-storm condition, as shown in Figure 4.8c. This widespread
reduction in bulk EC likely results from deep penetration of rain-dominated storm water into a temporarily
expanded hyporheic zone. These rapid surface and subsurface exchanges when stage changes quickly is
also observed in larger dam-regulated rivers where stage changes can be more systematically studied (e.g.
Mwakanyamale et al., 2012; Sawyer and Cardenas, 2009). Further, these electrically based observations
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of the hyporheic zone response to the storm flow also support the geochemical characterization of Zimmer
and Lautz (2014) who found preferential and time-variable connectivity between SW and GW in response
to a large flow event in a similar size headwater stream. Any cm-scale less-mobile porosity zones that were
previously not included in low-stage, shallow, hyporheic flowpaths might be expected to switch temporally
to processing the storm-pulse hyporheic exchange, before reverting back to groundwater-dominated water.
As the stream stage decreases (approximately 4 hour after the storm), the storm-pulse hyporheic zone
quickly contracts vertically toward the SWI as ambient groundwaters rebound. We posit that strong,
spatially localized increases in streambed conductivity observed over the following 56 hours results from
precipitation loading of the adjacent hillslope and riparian areas and a subsequent flushing of riparian salts
through preferential streambed groundwater discharge zones. The hillslopes and riparian zone flush is likely
highly conductive given the common use of road salt and sand due to urbanization, and typical
concentration of salts with the unsaturated zone due to evapotranspiration processes, and finally, the fact
that they can act as a temporary storage of salt in urban streams and behave as its continuous source to the
streams in summers (Cooper et al., 2014; Ledford et al., 2016). Flushing of the riparian zone brings more
highly conductive water to the subsurface of the stream and increases the bulk EC for the entire subsurface
except the shallow zones and those areas that are well connected to the stream through continued hyporheic
exchange. The subsurface zones being connected to groundwater expand as the downwelling flux decreases
(Figure 4.8c-k). The flux-driven change in connectivity of most pores from stream to groundwater, shows
that the zones are not entirely separated and the hyporheic zone preferential flowpaths are flow-dependent.

4.5.3. Linking the two scales of SWI preferential flow
Both cm-scale and reach-scale measurements demonstrate how pore connectivity depends on stream
flow conditions. In cm-scale measurements, this flow dependence was observed in the change in lessmobile exchange parameters, while the reach-scale measurements show that a storm pulse induced
expansion of the hyporheic zone followed by contraction and dominance by groundwater flushing.
Therefore, the less-mobile functionality for a given localized streambed sediment packet can be expected
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to switch between processing GW and SW over the course of a storm or season, while coupled changes in
streambed flow rate will alter local less-mobile porosity residence time. This research opens a quantitative
window into highly complex nested streambed flow and transport dynamics that was not before attainable
using previous methodology.
Hyporheic exchange is driven by hydraulic pressure differentials between the SWI and the subsurface,
which is a summation of channel pressures such as flow depth and velocity, and upwelling groundwater
pressure. Our reach-scale ERT measurements show that the spatial patterning of hyporheic exchange and
groundwater upwelling is strongly variable in space and time in response to a flashy storm event. Therefore,
the biogeochemical functionality of the less-mobile porosity we have characterized in the hyporheic zone
may shift as well as bedform to reach-scale flowpath dynamics change. Less-mobile pores that act as anoxic
microzones under a downwelling hyporheic condition will contribute differently to processes such as N2O
production than if the same packet of sediments experiences upwelling groundwater, and both conditions
are possible throughout one storm event as illustrated here. Reactive modeling that incorporates these multiscale flow-dependent processes is challenging but may be necessary to refine predictive models of
greenhouse gas production in the hyporheic zone. Further investigation of quantitative or qualitative linkage
between the multi-scale measurements, with modifications in cm-scale measurements, can be the target of
future studies.

4.6.

Conclusions

Preferential flow processes occur in nested form within streambeds due to spatiotemporal
heterogeneities in sediment permeability and groundwater and surface water connectivity. Here,
quantitative investigation of less-mobile porosity dynamics in controlled cm-scale experiments were carried
out in an urban stream at varied downward fluid flux conditions, in two different streambed locations of
varied bed permeability. This investigation was coupled with electrical analysis of reach-scale hyporheic
exchange and groundwater discharge dynamics in a 3-day period following a large precipitation/flow event.
The main conclusions of this study are as follows:
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1. Flow dependence of localized (e.g. cm-scale) less-mobile porosity dynamics occurs in the stream
sediments. From low to high vertical water flux rates, the volume of less-mobile porosity increases
and α dramatically increases, which results in a net reduction of less-mobile porosity residence
time.
2. Localized residence times in the less-mobile porosity range up to several hours, particularly
where fine-grained and organic materials were embedded within coarser road sand deposits,
creating a physical template for the formation of reactive anoxic microzones.
3. Reach-scale ERT measurements show short-term flushing of the hyporheic zone with stream
pulse water to a depth of several meters, followed by preferential groundwater discharge of
elevated-EC riparian water, likely altering the biogeochemical functionality of localized zones of
less-mobile porosity. Preferential exchange between surface and groundwater is observed at the
cm- and reach-scales, and the coupling of these processes nested at these two scales is likely
important to quantifying and predicting the spatiotemporal reactive dynamics of stream SWIs.
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5. Transient storage dynamics of streambed
stagnation zones
5.1.

Introduction

To evaluate the role of exchanges across sediment water interfaces (SWI) on biological and
biogeochemical processes as well as contaminant transport, detailed knowledge of the hyporheic zone (HZ)
flow is essential (Boano et al., 2018; Fischer et al., 2005; Grimm and Fisher, 1984; Harvey et al., 2013;
Weatherill et al., 2018). HZ is defined as the connective region between stream and GW in which mixing
between SW and GW may occur and the water returns shortly to the stream again (Harvey and Bencala,
1993). Thorough understanding of SWI exchange dynamics requires detailed investigations on the factors
driving and controlling this exchange such as flow conditions of SW and GW, streambed morphology, and
heterogeneity of the subsurface (Gomez-Velez et al., 2014; O’Connor and Harvey, 2008; Tonina et al.,
2016).
Spatial and temporal pressure variations, due to channel energy head variations, over the SWI is known
as one of the main driving forces of the SWI exchange dynamics (Gooseff et al., 2007; Marzadri et al.,
2016). The dynamics of such exchanges in natural systems can be more complex considering sediment
transport, which creates different bedform geometries over different scales (Chen et al., 2018; Marzadri et
al., 2016, 2010). In small scales, creation of dunes and ripples can be expected in the presence of sandy
riverbeds. Dunes cause pressure variations over the bedform as the flow over the dunes will form high
pressure zones on the stoss slope and low pressure zones on the lee slope (slipface) of the bedform (Chen
et al., 2018; Gomez-Velez and Harvey, 2014; Thibodeaux and Boyle, 1987; Zhou et al., 2014). The
generated hyporheic flow field as a result of pressure gradients over the dune-like bedforms (also known
as bedform-driven hyporheic exchange) has been explored broadly starting from 1968 by investigating the
SW and GW vertical exchange theory in the presence of sandy or gravely riverbeds (Vaux, 1968). Bedform-
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driven hyporheic exchange is studied in detail using analytical solutions (Elliott and Brooks, 1997; Packman
et al., 2000), laboratory experiments (Savant et al., 1987; Thibodeaux and Boyle, 1987), and numerical
approaches (Cardenas and Wilson, 2007; Chen et al., 2018; Habel et al., 2002; Habel and Bagtzoglou, 2005;
Hester et al., 2013).
The velocity field and residence time distribution of bedform-driven hyporheic exchange were
originally estimated from analytical solutions developed by Elliott and Brooks (1997). Packman et al.
(2000) modified this analytical solution to investigate the bedform-driven colloidal exchange between SW
and GW. Boano et al. (2008) extended Elliott and Brooks (1997) approach to demonstrate the contraction
of hyporheic zones in the presence of upwelling flow conditions. The effects of gaining and losing flow
conditions on bedform-driven hyporheic exchange have been studied in more detail using laboratory
experiments and computational techniques (Boano et al., 2009; Cardenas and Wilson, 2007; Fox et al.,
2018, 2014; Wu et al., 2018). These studies suggested that the gaining and losing flow conditions can
influence the bedform-driven hyporheic exchange dynamics (fluxes) differently depending on losing and
gaining fluxes as well as stream flow conditions.
The other important factor that is recognized to play an important role in the hyporheic exchange
dynamics is sediment heterogeneity (Gomez-Velez et al., 2014; Salehin et al., 2004; Sawyer and Cardenas,
2009b; Tonina and Buffington, 2009). Field and laboratory experiments and mathematical models have
shown that the effect of sediment heterogeneity on the hyporheic exchange processes depends on the length
and thickness of the low permeable layer, as well as the relative spatial location (both horizontal and
vertical) of the heterogeneity relative to the bedforms (Cardenas et al., 2004; Su et al., 2018; Zhou et al.,
2014). In summary, hyporheic exchange research has highlighted that the formation and properties of the
hyporheic flow cells can be affected by many factors such as SW and GW flow conditions, bedform
geometry, streambed sediment, and topography (Boano et al., 2018; Briggs et al., 2018a; Cardenas and
Wilson, 2007; Chen et al., 2018; Elliott and Brooks, 1997; MahmoodPoor Dehkordy et al., 2018; Marzadri
et al., 2016).
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As a result of the separation between the hyporheic flow cells and GW flow, the presence of stagnation
points, where the velocity magnitude is zero, is expected (Gomez-Velez et al., 2014; Marzadri et al., 2016;
Winter, 1976). Therefore, bedform-driven hyporheic exchanges are predicted to develop zones with less
mobility (less-mobile zones) of flow around the stagnation points, which can be referred to as stagnation
zones. Considering the enhanced residence time in the stagnation zones, the dynamics of these zones
contain important information in predicting and describing solute transport and reactive solute processes as
well as SW and GW mixing in these zones (Cardenas et al., 2008; Marzadri et al., 2016). However,
stagnation zones and their dynamics have not been the focus of previous research.
In this study, we have investigated the dynamics of stagnation zones and hyporheic exchange zones
(HEZ) under conditions that are expected to occur in realistic settings. Effects of variations in groundwater
flow conditions, bedform geometry, and bedform heterogeneity on stagnation zones and HEZ dynamics are
studied using finite element simulations. Moreover, to further expand our analysis to naturally occurring
conditions, we have analyzed the 3-dimensional extension of stagnations zones under simplified scenarios.
This study provides a better understanding of physical variations in stagnation zones and HEZ under various
conditions present in naturally occurring sediments and can improve understanding of biogeochemical
process and guide remediation techniques.

5.2.

Methods

One of the key components of generating an applicable model to study the HEZ and associated
stagnation zones is to employ a more realistic bedform geometry. To achieve this goal we used a
mathematical model developed by Rubin and Carter (1987a, 2005a) to create a synthetic bedform.
Reconstructing a realistic bedform morphology is known to be a purely geometric problem, therefore the
aforementioned mathematical code is entirely a geometric model (Rubin and Carter, 1987b). The bedform
morphology constructed for this paper could be created in a real world situation as a result of oscillatory
flow in rivers while migration and depositional processes are neglected in the reconstruction processes.
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The cross section of the three-dimensional (3D) simulated bedform morphology (Figure 5.1) is then
used to investigate the effect of bedform dimensions, stream and ground water flow conditions, and
heterogeneity on the bedform-driven hyporheic exchange and more specifically the dynamics of the
resultant stagnation zones. The model domain consists of a water column (stream channel) and a porous
medium (groundwater domain) which are coupled using the finite element method in COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.3a (COMSOL, Inc, Burlington, MA, USA). Two‐dimensional (2D) flow in the water
column is solved using incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the flow in porous media is solved via
the incompressible Brinkman equations. The driving force of flow in both the water column and
groundwater domain is a pressure gradient between upstream and downstream boundaries (vertical faces).
The boundary condition at the bottom of the sediment domain varies between no-flow condition in the case
of neutral stream and constant normal velocity in the case of gaining and losing streams. The strength of
upwelling or downwelling condition is controlled by modifying the velocity based on the average GW
velocity in neutral condition. For example, if the upward velocity is ~10% of the average GW velocity in
neutral condition, it is referred to as low upwelling flux condition.
To create a simple heterogeneity in the medium, a thin horizontal lens (1.3 cm× 20 cm) was embedded
at two different depths in the subsurface. The permeability of the lens is selected based on the permeability
of the background sediment (κ =10-10 cm2); for a low- and high-permeability lens κ is 10−11 m2 and 10−9
m2, respectively. The porosity of the thin lens is the same as the porosity of the background sediment (ε =
0.3).
In order to quantify the impact of the aforementioned conditions on the stagnation zones, we defined
dimensionless horizontal and vertical distances as well as dimensionless area. For the horizontal distance
we used the bedform trough as the reference point and the horizontal distance of stagnation zone center
from the reference point (trough) is divided by the dune length (ld) to calculate the dimensionless horizontal
distance. The vertical distance is obtained with respect to the midpoint of the bedform and is divided by the
dune height (hd) to form a dimensionless number. The dimensionless number, l= hd/ld is used to express the
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change in dune height. Finally, the stagnation zone area is divided by hd × ld/2 to be reported as
dimensionless area.

Figure 5. 1. (a) Three-dimensional simulated bedform morphology. (b) Two-dimensional bedform
The bedform geometry is changed in some cases by the change in dune height (hd) while maintaining constant dune length
(ld). We use the dimensionless number, l =hd/ld, to express the change in dune height (Figure 5.1 (b)).

5.3.

Results and discussion

Groundwater flow patterns are affected by bedform-driven hyporheic exchange, which is generated
mainly as a result of pressure variations along the SWI. This GW-SW interaction creates different flow
field patterns in groundwater flow and specifically the hyporheic zone. This complex flow field can form
stagnation zones as a result of the hyporheic flow and groundwater flow division. Hyporheic zone flow
patterns and consequently the stagnation zone dynamics can be influenced by many factors such as the
groundwater and stream flow conditions, bedform geometry, and sediment heterogeneity. In this section,
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we investigate the effect of aforementioned factors on the hyporheic flow patterns and the stagnation zone
dynamics.

5.3.1. Impact of groundwater flow conditions on the hyporheic flow patterns
The groundwater flow conditions can substantially affect the hyporheic exchange flow patterns and the
hyporheic zone extent. The groundwater head distribution forms differently in neutral, upwelling, and
downwelling conditions and can also be impacted by the strength of vertical fluxes. In neutral condition,
the horizontal pressure gradient is the driving force for the groundwater flow in the subsurface and pressure
variations along SWI create the hyporheic flow (bedform-driven hyporheic exchange) in shallower depths.
In the presence of vertical flux and under the assumption of consistent SW and GW horizontal flux
conditions, the adjustment on the groundwater and hyporheic flow pattern depends not only on the direction
of the vertical flux (upwelling or downwelling) but also on its strength.
In low upwelling flux conditions (~10% of horizontal flux), the horizontal pressure gradient is the
dominant driving force of groundwater flow, however the groundwater flow is slightly inclined toward the
stream as a result of the low upward flux and enters the stream from lee slope side combined with the
hyporheic flow (Figure 5.2 (a)). The impact of this low upwelling flux on the hyporheic flow can be
negligible as the flux caused by the pressure gradients along SWI overrides the low vertical flux caused by
the upwelling condition, therefore the SWI pressure variations are the main driving force of hyporheic flow
in shallower depths. As the upwelling flux increases from low to moderate (~20% of horizontal flux) and
then medium (~60% of horizontal flux), the impact of vertical flux on GW flow becomes more pronounced,
consequently groundwater flow inclination increases and the effect of upwelling flux on the hyporheic flow
becomes more evident (Figure 5.2 (b) and (c)). As a result of the moderate upwelling flux, the hyporheic
flow zone shrinks toward the SWI. This can be explained by the fact that the vertical pressure variations of
SWI diminish with the increase in depth, therefore the vertical pressure gradient as a result of upward flux
dominates the hyporheic flux in deeper hyporheic flow paths and as a result pushes the hyporheic zone to
a shallower depth. This trend continues as the upward flux increases to the point that the hyporheic zone
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disappears and the groundwater flow becomes vertical, which happens when the vertical flux dominates
the horizontal groundwater and the hyporheic flux (strong upwelling flux).
The effect of low downwelling flux on groundwater and hyporheic flow pattern is similar to the
described low upwelling flux condition, with one clear difference that in this condition the stream water is
slightly inclined toward groundwater and the small fraction of the SW that enters the subsurface (from the
stoss slope side) remains in there and becomes part of the groundwater flow (Figure 5.2 (e-h)). Similarly,
in this condition the groundwater flow inclination increases as the downward vertical flux increases, also
the fraction of stream water that enters the subsurface and becomes part of the groundwater flow increases.
As the downward flux increases to moderate and medium, the vertical flux dominates the horizontal
groundwater flux and subsequently the hyporheic flux, because vertical pressure gradient is much larger
than the SWI pressure variations. In both losing and gaining streams, increase in the vertical flux causes
the contraction of hyporheic zone toward the crest to the point that it finally disappears.
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Figure 5. 2. Impact of groundwater flow conditions on the hyporheic flow patterns. For (a) low, (b) moderate, (c) medium,
and (d) strong upwelling flux and (e) low, (f) moderate, (g) medium, and (h) strong downwelling flux.

GW-SW interactions impact the velocity distribution especially in the shallow subsurface because of
the pressure variations along the SWI. This velocity distribution can also be affected by the upwelling and
downwelling conditions. In neutral and low flux conditions, high pressure and low pressure zones form on
the stoss and lee slope of the bedform, respectively. In addition, the pressure gradient varies along the
bedform and is higher under the dune (reaches a maximum closer to the bedform crest) and lower around
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the bedform trough, compared to the horizontal groundwater pressure gradients (Figure 5.3 (a) and (e)).
Therefore, the area under the dune has higher velocity compared to the average groundwater flow velocity
in the neutral condition and the zone below the trough has lower velocity. Basically, in the neutral condition
the high velocity zone in the subsurface (Figure 5.2 (a) and (e)) is purely because of GW-SW interaction.
This velocity distribution can also be affected by the upwelling and downwelling conditions as a result of
change in vertical pressure gradients. As the upwelling flux increases from low to moderate (Figure 5.3(b)),
there are stronger vertical negative pressure gradients between the subsurface and the bedform, therefore
the SWI pressure variations become less effective. Moreover, the vertical pressure gradient between the lee
slope side, which is the low pressure zone along SWI, and GW increases (Figure 5.3(b)). In this case, the
high velocity zone close to SWI shifts toward the lee slope side. The high velocity zone in this scenario is
partly because of SWI pressure variations (close to the crest where the hyporheic flow exists) and partly
because of the high negative vertical pressure gradients between the groundwater flow and the lee slope
side. Therefore GW exits the subsurface from the low pressure zone of SWI (lee slope) combined with the
hyporheic return flow. As the vertical upwelling flux becomes stronger, the GW exit expands because the
vertical pressure gradients overrule the horizontal and SWI pressure gradients and the fully upwelling flow
exits from the entire SWI (Figure 5.3 (a-d)).
In the case of downwelling condition, because the vertical pressure gradient is positive, there is a higher
pressure gradient between the stoss slope side (high pressure zone along SWI) and GW compared to lee
slope side and groundwater, therefore the high velocity zone shifts toward the stoss slope as the downward
vertical flux increases. Also this slope is the side from which the SW enters the subsurface and becomes
part of the groundwater flow. The SW entrance extends to the entire SWI when the vertical pressure gradient
overrules the SWI pressure variation (Figure 5.3 (e-h)).
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Figure 5. 3. Pressure variations in the subsurface as a result of (a) low, (b) moderate, (c) medium, and (d) strong upwelling
flux and (e) low, (f) moderate, (g) medium, and (h) strong downwelling flux

Based on our observations, if the vertical flux is low compared to the horizontal flux, the hyporheic
flow pattern and velocity distribution can be similar to the neutral condition. However, as the vertical flux
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increases to moderate and medium, the hyporheic zone shrinks toward the bedform crest and the high
velocity zone in the subsurface (compared to the rest of the subsurface) is not only generated as the effect
of the bedform-driven hyporheic flow, as it is in neutral condition, but also as a result of the effect of
different vertical pressure gradient between the GW flow and different parts of the bedform geometry. In
the presence of strong vertical flux the pressure variations along SWI become less effective, considering
the high vertical pressure gradient, therefore the hyporheic zone essentially disappears.

5.3.2 Effect of bedform geometry on hyporheic flow
Sediment transport occurs due to the interaction between SW flow and bedform sediment, therefore
changes in size and shape of the bedform geometry result from changes in SW flow conditions (van der
Mark et al., 2008). The changes in bedform morphology can affect the hyporheic zone shape, depth, and
area as the SWI pressure variations will be different for different bedform geometry. Here, we investigate
the effect of dune height on the HEZ in neutral condition for a dune with the same length. Note that these
conditions can also be viewed as the change in dune’s slope. The HEZ can be delineated by following the
streamlines that are generated and end at SWI (carrying SW to GW and back to SW). The bedform geometry
in Figure 5.1 is considered as the base condition, l~0.3 (Figure 5.4 (b)). As the height of the dune increases
by ~50% (l=0.45), the HEZ area becomes wider and larger as a result of higher pressure variations along
SWI and the area embedded in the bedform dune is larger as a result of the larger difference between the
higher crest and trough (Figure 5.4 (a)). As the height of crest decreases to the base condition (Figure 5.4
(b)), ~50% of the base condition (l~0.15), and 75% of the base condition (l~0.075), the decrease in the HEZ
area can be seen. The HEZ shrinks as the dune’s slope becomes smaller and the bedform approaches a flat
surface because the pressure variations along the bedform diminish (Figure 5.4 (d)).
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Figure 5. 4. Hyporheic flow pattern for different bedform heights (a) l ~ 0.45, (b) l ~ 0.3 (base), (c) l ~ 0.15, and (d) l ~ 0.075.

5.3.3. Effect of bedform heterogeneity on the hyporheic flow
Sediment heterogeneity in the subsurface can be in the form of high-permeability or low-permeability
lenses, and impact hyporheic flow patterns. The effect of these lenses can be different based on many factors
such as their vertical and horizontal locations with respect to the SWI, the bedform morphology, and GW
flow conditions. Here, we investigate the effect of a thin lens with a different permeability (high and low)
embedded at different depths of a homogeneous medium under different groundwater flow conditions.
5.3.3.1. Low-permeability lens
The effect of a thin low-permeability lens (κ = 10−11 m2) embedded in a homogeneous subsurface (κ
= 10−10 m2) at two different locations, one close to the HEZ and one deeper, under neutral groundwater
condition as well as moderate upwelling and downwelling conditions is discussed here (Figure 5.5).
In the case of neutral GW flow, if the low-permeability lens is in the hyporheic flow zone (shallow and
close to trough), hyporheic flow can be impacted. Since the lens has lower permeability, the flow path is
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modified to avoid passing through the low-velocity lens. In this case as it can be seen in Figure (5.5 (a)) the
hyporheic flow might go through a longer path before returning to the stream (black streamlines). Therefore,
the penetration of hyporheic flow increases and causes longer residence time for the hyporheic flow below
the lens. In the presence of moderate upwelling and downwelling flow conditions, this effect is not the
same, and indeed the impact of the lens on hyporheic flow is not noticeable. This can be explained by the
effect of moderate vertical flux on the HEZ. The moderate vertical flux causes the HEZ to shrink toward
the bedform crest (discussed in more details in section 5.3.1). Therefore, the shallow lens that was located
in the hyporheic exchange zone, might no longer be in the same zone (hyporheic flow zone) in the presence
of the vertical flux. As a result, the hyporheic exchange zone is not considerably affected by this lowpermeability lens in the presence of moderate vertical flux (Figure 5.5 (b) and (c)).
If the low permeable lens is deeper and not in the hyporheic flow zone, its impact on the hyporheic
flow pattern is not noticeable in the three investigated conditions (neutral, upwelling, and downwelling)
(Figure 5.5 (d-f)).
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Figure 5. 5. Hyporheic flow pattern for (a, c) neutral, (b, d) moderate upwelling, and (c, e) moderate downwelling conditions
in the presence of a shallow (a-c) and deep (d-f) low-permeability lens. The black streamlines show the longer hyporheic flow
path.

5.3.3.2. High-permeability lens
The effect of a high permeable lens (κ = 10−9 m2) embedded in a homogeneous subsurface (κ = 10−10
m2) varies based on the location of the lens with respect to the HEZ as well as GW flow conditions (Figure
5.6). If the lens is located in the hyporheic exchange domain, in the case of the neutral condition, the HEZ
depth slightly decreases because the high-permeability lens is a preferential flow path, therefore the
hyporheic flow path shifts more toward the lens (shallower depth) (Figure 5.6 (a)). Similarly, if the GW is
moderately upwelling or downwelling, the hyporheic flow path is modified slightly based on the lens.
However, the HEZ is not affected noticeably by the high-permeability lens, because the shrinkage of the
HEZ in the presence of moderate vertical flux is more pronounced (as it is discussed in the case of low
permeable lens section 5.3.1) (Figure (5.6 (b) and (c)).
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If the lens is slightly deeper than the HEZ, given that it is part of the dominant preferential flow path,
the hyporheic and GW flow in the vicinity of the lens shifts towards it. So in the neutral condition, when
the HEZ is in its largest extent, the lens causes the extension of HEZ (Figure (5.6 (d)). Similar to the lowpermeability lens, in the case of moderate upwelling and downwelling conditions, as a result of the HEZ
shrinkage the lens is not close enough to the HEZ to impact the hyporheic flow path (Figure 5.6 (e) and
(f)).
Therefore, based on the cases that we investigated, a lens with same permeability can shrink, expand
or have no noticeable effects on the HEZ. Basically, the effect of a lens with different permeability depends
on the combination of multiple factors.

Figure 5. 6. Hyporheic flow pattern for (a, c) neutral, (b, d) moderate upwelling, and (c, e) moderate downwelling
conditions in the presence of a shallow (a-c) and deep (d-f) high-permeability lens. The black streamlines show the longer
hyporheic flow path.
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5.3.4. Stagnation zones
5.3.4.1. Stagnation zone dynamics
Stagnation points are created as a result of separation between hyporheic flow and GW flow, therefore
their locations relative to the SWI can be affected by the factors that impact the HEZ such as the magnitude
of vertical flux, bedform geometry, depth of SW, and subsurface heterogeneity in the hyporheic zone. Lessmobile zones are created around the stagnation points, these zones are referred to as stagnation zones. In
this study, the stagnation zone is defined on the basis of the average velocity in the subsurface and is
considered the zone with less than 35% of the average GW velocity. These zones and their dynamics are
important because solute can have longer resident time in them compared to the rest of the subsurface
(Dehkordy et al., 2019). Expectedly, these zones shift with the stagnation points, also the shape of these
zones can be affected as the conditions alter.
The vertical flux impacts the vertical and lateral stagnation zone locations. In the neutral condition, the
lateral location of stagnation zones is below the bedform trough (Figure 5.7 (a)). However, as the upwelling
flux increases, the lateral location of the stagnation zone shifts more toward the stoss slope side because
this zone is where GW merges with the hyporheic flow (Figure 5.7 (b)). As the HEZ shrinks, this zone
moves more toward the bedform crest; this results in an increase of the dimensionless horizontal distance
(Figure 5.8 (a)) and shallower stagnation zones (Figure 5.8 (b)). In the case of downwelling flux, the
stagnation zones shift toward the lee slope side which is where hyporheic flow converges with GW and
becomes part of the GW flow (Figure 5.7 (c)). Generally, the increase in vertical upwelling and
downwelling fluxes causes an increase in the absolute value of the stagnation zone dimensionless horizontal
distance but in opposite directions (Figure 5.8(a)). In both upwelling and downwelling conditions, as the
HEZ shrinks with the increase of vertical upwelling flux, the stagnation zone moves more toward the
bedform crest and becomes shallower to the point that HEZ entirely disappears (high upwelling flux).
Moreover, as a general trend, the stagnation zone area becomes smaller as the vertical flux increases (Figure
5.8 (c)).
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Figure 5. 7. Stagnation zone in (a) neutral, (b) medium upwelling, (c) medium downwelling condition.

Figure 5. 8. Stagnation zone dimensionless (a) horizontal distance, (b) vertical distance, (c) area for different GW flow
conditions.
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Stagnation zone locations and areas are also affected by the SW depth. As the SW depth decreases, the
stagnation zone shifts toward shallower depths and becomes smaller (Figure 5.9). This can be explained by
the smaller vertical pressure head and less pressure variations along SWI, which causes less pressure
variations in the vicinity of the trough. In this condition, GW and SW separation zone is pushed more
toward the SWI. It should be noted that there is no major change in stagnation zone horizontal distance as
a result of change in SW depth.

Figure 5. 9. Effect of SW depth on the stagnation zone: (a) Dimensionless vertical distance, and (b) Dimensionless area

Bedform geometry is another factor that should be considered in the analysis of stagnation zone
locations. For instance, changes in dunes’ height can cause variations in stagnation zone locations. As the
dune height increases (also interpretable as the change in the slope of stoss and lee side along SWI), the
velocity in the proximity of the trough becomes smaller, therefore the pressure variation in the vicinity of
the SWI trough decreases, as it is mostly governed by the constant head. This results in a very low flow
zone around the trough, and GW comes closer to the SWI, which shifts the stagnation zone closer to the
SWI trough (Figure 5.10). Generally, with the increase in bedform amplitude, the stagnation zone becomes
shallower and smaller (Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5. 10. Stagnation zone for different dune heights, (a) l ~ 0.45, (b) l ~ 0.15.

Figure 5. 11. Stagnation zone dimensionless (a) vertical distance and (b) area for different bedform amplitudes.

The effect of sediment heterogeneity on stagnation zone varies based on the size, shape, location, and
type of the heterogeneity that is embedded in the medium. Even in a simple case of a thin lens with different
permeability compared to the background medium, the effect depends on multiple factors such as the
location of lens with respect to the HEZ and SWI. For instance, if a low-permeability lens (Figure 5.12) is
present in the medium but it is not in the affected hyporheic zone, the influence on stagnation zone is not
noticeable. However, if the lens is in the HEZ, the stagnation zone tends toward the low-permeability lens
to be united with the low velocity lens (Figure 5.12 (a)). On the other hand, if a high-permeability lens
(Figure 5.13) is located in the HEZ, the stagnation zone becomes smaller and tends away from the lens
because this lens is the high-velocity preferential flow path. If the high-permeability lens is deeper than the
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hyporheic zone but can influence the HEZ, the stagnation zone can also be impacted and becomes slightly
larger as the flow leans more toward the high-velocity lens, hence the low velocity zone above the lens
expands (Figure 5.13 (b)).

Figure 5. 12. Effect of a low-permeability lens on the stagnation zone under neutral condition at shallow (a) and deeper (b)
locations.

Figure 5. 13. Effect of a high-permeability lens on the stagnation zone under neutral condition at shallow (a) and deeper (b)
locations.
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5.3.5. Conclusions
As a result of natural changes in stream conditions, multiple elements impacting the HEZ or stagnation
zone dynamics can be altered. For instance, heavy rainfall can impact the GW vertical flux as well as the
SW depth. Therefore, considering the likelihood of these changes in streams, quantifying their impacts on
the stagnation zone location and extension (area and volume) can be beneficial in predicting and describing
many processes such as solute transport and biogeochemical reactions. Based on our dimensionless analysis
the following conclusions can be reached:
1. Increase in GW vertical flux shrinks HEZ toward the crest and shifts the stagnation zones to shallower
depth and toward the SWI.
2. Stagnation zone horizontal location mostly depends on GW flow conditions; however, SW depth,
bedform geometry, GW flow conditions, and heterogeneity can impact the depth of the stagnation zone.
3. Stagnation zone becomes deeper and larger as SW depth increases and bedform height decreases.
Considering the longer residence time of solute in the stagnation zone and the SW-GW interaction in
the HEZ, studying the HEZ extent and dynamics as well as the stagnation zone location and extension can
guide the analysis of solute transport and biogeochemical reactions in streams. Furthermore, a more
comprehensive understanding of HEZ and stagnation zones under different conditions can improve
sampling strategies in hydrological and hydrogeological studies leading to more accurate and efficient
analysis of less-mobile porosity dynamics.
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6. Conclusions
In studies leading to this dissertation, we have investigated the dynamics of less-mobile porosity in the
hyporheic zone in naturally occurring sediments.
Our numerical studies revealed that development of less-mobile porosity zones is likely dependent on
flow direction and magnitude and the less-mobile residence time decreases at higher flow rates.
Moreover, at very low flow conditions, diffusion processes dominate solute movement and both layered
and cobbled media function essentially as a single transport domain (not dual-domain).
Studying less-mobile porosity in a lake revealed that differential loading of salt tracer can be observed
within cm-scale packets of sand and gravel lakebed sediments at varied location and advective flux rate
and less-mobile porosity fractions were comparable to mobile fractions when the geoelectrical
measurements were made adjacent to a cobble obstruction.
Studying the preferential flow in a stream in different scales revealed that flow dependence of localized
(e.g. cm-scale) less-mobile porosity dynamics occurs in the stream sediments. From low to high vertical
water flux rates, the volume of less-mobile porosity increases and α dramatically increases, which results
in a net reduction of less-mobile porosity residence time. Localized residence times in the less-mobile
porosity range up to several hours, particularly where fine-grained and organic materials were embedded
within coarser road sand deposits, creating a physical template for the formation of reactive anoxic
microzones. Reach-scale ERT measurements show short-term flushing of the hyporheic zone with stream
pulse water to a depth of several meters, followed by preferential groundwater discharge of elevated-EC
riparian water, likely altering the biogeochemical functionality of localized zones of less-mobile porosity.
Preferential exchange between surface and groundwater is observed at the cm- and reach-scales, and the
coupling of these processes nested at these two scales is likely important to quantifying and predicting the
spatiotemporal reactive dynamics of stream SWIs.
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Finally, numerical studies on transient storage dynamics of streambed stagnation zones showed that
hyporheic exchange zone and bedform generated less-mobile zone (stagnation zone) dynamics can vary
based on several variables including GW flow conditions, SW depth, bedform geometry, and
heterogeneity in the bedform. These variables can change the extent and lateral and axial locations of the
stagnation zones in addition to the pressure gradients in bedform.
Conclusively, our numerical and experimental investigations have further revealed the significance and
complexity of less-mobile porosity dynamics and signify the importance of further studies on and
consideration of less-mobile domains in sediment water interface analyses.
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7. Directions for Future Research
As a result of natural changes in stream conditions, multiple elements impacting the HEZ or stagnation
zone dynamics can alter simultaneously or sequentially, therefore their coupled dynamics can be very
complicated. Such coupled dynamics can simply be exemplified in the case of a storm. As a result of the
storm, the stream head may increase, vertical groundwater flux might change, and in strong cases the
bedform geometry may also be affected, all of these conditions can affect the stagnation zone dynamics.
Moreover, it is worth noting that given the long residence time in the stagnation zone, solute can be trapped
in this zone prior to the storm. However the changes in GW and SW conditions, caused by the storm, can
shift stagnation zone to a new location, which could result in the release of solute as part of the hyporheic
flow. In order to better understand the dynamics of stagnation zone and the HEZ the following points are
suggested:


Quantifying the dependence of stagnation zone size and location on bedform and stream
parameters.



Investigating stagnation zone dynamics in 3D bedforms.



Studying the stagnation zone dynamics under simultaneous change of parameters considering
deposition, erosion, and migration.



Designing lab experiments to study the bedform driven hyporheic exchange and validating
the model results.



Adding chemical reactions to the model in order to investigate the effect of stagnation zone
on biogeochemical reactions.



Investigating the methods such as geoelectrical techniques to be able to locate and
characterize the stagnation zones in the field.
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